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This excerpt from (4), a translation of the auther’s Chinese book (5), which has been used as a  
 
reference material in a college course (3) for years, contains the following unique features: 
 
1) Providing “step-by- step” Sudoku solving procedures; 
 
2) Recording the entire solving process by using “subscripts” and “annotations”;   
 
3) Training the beginners into champion players with enabling “kungfu skills” coupled with  
 
surprisingly easy measures - letting you conquer down all puzzles. 
 
To be more specific, the Sudoku world can be divided and conquered via the following three  
 
approaches:   
 
1) Illuminating with magic mirrors;  
 
2) Drilling with skill-sharpening puzzles; 
  
3) Trouble-shooting with number pairing tests. 
     
The author began to indulge himself in this fascinating game no sooner than 2005, the returning  
 
year of his son Michael from medical training, thanks to Michael’s thoughtful choices of all sorts of  
 
challenging Sudoku books as birthday, father day and Christmas presents for the subsequent three  
 
years, including 1001 SUDOKU and SUDOKU GENIUS of 2005; Su Doku, HIGHER SUDOKU  
 
and Sudoku Puzzles of 2006; Extreme Sudoku of 2007. Therefore, he literally ate and drank Sudoku  
 
during the entire period of those three years. However, unlike most speed-oriented players, he took  
 
his time to enjoy the logical reasoning provided by each puzzle and kept the detailed record of the  
 
whole solving process. The joy of life is to share. With this belief, he had prepared a draft of his  
 
book (5) way back in 2007 blending the most inspiring ideas of puzzle structures enlightened by the  
 
afore-mentioned books in order to introduce his unique method. 
4 
The key is to take and record each step in accordance with a logical reasoning instead of hasty trials 
 
and errors, so that everyone can enjoy and refresh one’s memorable moments. That draft was then  
 
sent to his brother Yung-Shyeng who never played a single game of Sudoku, made lots of valuable  
 
suggestions from a beginner’s point of view and also added a finishing touch, liking of the secret  
 
codes in kung fu practice, on this originally scrupulous and methodical manuscript of knowhow.  
 
This has revived the spirit of his book as if bringing the painted dragon to life by putting in the  
 
pupils of its eyes. Soon after that, he was sidetracked by his breakthrough in the classic number  
 
theory. Just around the conclusion of his breakthrough, he solved manually in the total of ten hours  
 
the hardest Sudoku posted online by Arto Inkala in early July of 2012.  
 
 
Keywords:  Sudoku, Puzzle, Row, Column, Box, Block, Grid, Step-by-step, Terminating move,  
 





81(79)r7 The first step with row move to place 8 at (79) of row 7 
 
22(58)CR    The second step with central-right block move to place 2 at (58)  
 
83(48)t  The third step with terminating move to place 8 at (48)   
 
24(62)CB  The fourth step with central block move to place 2 at (62)   
 
15(76)c6 The fifth step with column move to place 1 at (76) of column 6 
 
36(55)MB The sixth step with middle block move to place 3 at (55) 
 
47(98)DR The seventh step with down-right block move to place 4 at (98) 
 
68(28)b7 The eighth step with box move to place 6 at (28) of box 7 
 
89(45)g The ninth step with grid move to place 8 at (45)  
 
610(86)b6:6(75): u56c3b3/c9b9   The tenth step wth the law of unique solution to avoid the  
 
dilemma of double choices between 5, 6 in column 3 of  
 






Sections 2-6 are intended to train beginners into veterans, in each of which we shall demonstrate  
 
one puzzle for beginners, then another more sophiscated one for veterans. At the end of each of  
 
Sections 2-5, we’ll leave an unfinished puzzle for readers to practice and discusse it in the next 
 
ection. In such rotationary trainings, readers’ level of skills will be raised unnoticeably!  
 
 
Section 7 will use the efficient method of revealing all possible candidates for each grid and  
 
Section 8 will show how to make up our own puzzles.  
 
 





Section 10 will take readers to try out various challenging masterpieces.  
 
 
Sections 11-13 will lead readers to solve Sudoku puzzles with rank eleven. 
 
  
On top of all sorts of skills, we have also developed shorthand annotations for keeping track of the  
 
order, location and type of each move! At the same time, the nomenclature of types of moves is  
 
very easy to remember and describe.  
 
 
For example, the method of combining column and row is called the “column row combo“, the  
 
move developed within a single box is called a “box move“ and the way of scanning among boxes  
 
and blocks is called the “scanning method“. 
 
 
As shown in Figure 1, the playground of Sudoku is divided into 81 grids, to be combined  
 
horizontally as nine rows top-down, vertically as nine columns left-right, and 3x3 squares as nine  
 
boxes. We follow the prescribed order of up-down and left-right, so the referral of each grid will be  
 
row first column next; for instance column next; for instance grid (32) stands for the grid located at  
 




                               c1    c2    c3   c4    c5    c6    c7    c8   c9 
 
r1    
 
r2  











       
Figure 1. The playground of Sudoku 
 
                                       
Similarly, the order of boxes is the same: box 1, box 2, box 3, box 4, box 5, box 6, box 7, box 8 and  
 
box 9 are called top-down and then left-right respectively as b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6, b7, b8 and b9. 
 
We shall later use the same prescribed order to place numbers at grids in rows, columns or boxes.  
 
The reason for doing so is simply to facilitate our explanations and mutual understanding with  
 
readers, but by no means to limit your flexibility in manipulation! 
 
 
Our unique invention is to combine three consecutive boxes as blocks: b1b2b3 as Left Block  
 
(abbreviated as LB), b4b5b6 as Middle Block (abbreviated as MB), b7b8b9 as Right Block  
 
(abbreviated as RB), b1b4b7 as Up Block (abbreviated as UB), b2b5b8 as Central Block  
 
(abbreviated as CB) and b3b6b9 as Down Block (abbreviated as DB).  
 
 
A move that can be determined by scanning a single block is called a “single block move“, while a  
 
move that requires the cross reference of two blocks is called a “double block move“ sush as left  
 






         
 b1   b4   b7   
         
         
 b2   b5   b8  
         
         
 b3   b6   b9  
         
2. BASIC SKILLS PRECTICE RANGING FROM EASY TO HARD 
 
1) For beginners 
 






















                Figure 2.     Puzzle 2.1 
 
 
Readers are urged to prepare Figure 2 and then follow suite. We use such simple Puzzle 2.1,  
 
because we would like the beginners to start up with a solid foundation.We shall now use Figure 3  
 
to demonstrate how to fill numbers into unfilled grids of Figure 2 and eventually attain the  
 



















Figure 3. The first phase solution for Puzzle 2.1 
                                           8 
 5* 7* 1*  9* 4* 3* 2* 
9* 1* 3* 4* 5* 2* 7* 6* 8* 
4*  2* 3*  7* 9* 5* 1* 
  9* 2*  4* 5*  7* 
  1*   5* 6*  4* 
5*  4* 6*  8* 3* 1* 9* 
2* 4* 6* 5*  1* 8*  3* 
1* 3* 8*  4* 6* 2*  5* 
7* 9* 5* 8* 2* 3* 1* 4* 6* 
 5* 7* 1*  9* 4* 3* 2* 
9* 1* 3* 4* 5* 2* 7* 6* 8* 
4*  2* 3*  7* 9* 5* 1* 
  9* 2* 11 4* 5*  7* 
  1*   5* 6*  4* 
5*  4* 6*  8* 3* 1* 9* 
2* 4* 6* 5*  1* 8*  3* 
1* 3* 8*  4* 6* 2*  5* 
7* 9* 5* 8* 2* 3* 1* 4* 6* 
 
Usage of basic scanning method, terminating and block moves: 
 
First scan Figure 1 to find all 1 from box 1 to box 9. We soon find out box 5 needs a 1, but there are  
 
four grids yet to be filled. How to determine the whereabout of 1?                        
                                    
 
 
Skill 1: SINGLE BLOCK MOVE 
  
Here we find the 1 in question can only be entered into grid (45), so as to avoid two 1’s appearing  
 
either in the same row or column of central block. This is not only because both rows 5 and 6 have  
 
1, but also the 1 in row 4 can neither be placed at grid (41) or grid (42) (which would contradict  
 
with the 1 in box 2) nor at any other grids already filled; just so we can gradually recognize the  
 
relationships of numbers among rows, columns and grids in the block, which is the skill of a block  
 
move; there are altogether six single block moves: up block (UB), central block (CB), down block  
 
(DB), left block (LB), middle block (MB) and right block (RB). The above first step was using  
 
central block move to place 1 at grid (45) , abbreviated as 11(45)CB, where the subscript 1 indicates  
 




Skill 2: DOUBLE BLOCK MOVE  
 
Since each box is located in the intersection of two perpendicular blocks, we can simultaneously  
 
use both horizontal and vertical block moves to gradually find out the fillable number. There are  
 
altogether nine double block moves: up-left (UL), central-left (CL), down-left (DL), up-middle  
 
(UM), central-middle (CM), down-middle (DM), up-right (UR), central-right (CR) and down-right  
 
(DR). Here we find 2 can only be entered into box 8 (grid (48) or grid (58)), because in right block  
 
both box 7 and box 9 have 8; had we entered 2 into grid (48), it would contradict with the 2 in  
 
row 4 of central block. Hence by double scanning of central and right blocks, we can only entered 2  
 
into grid (58), abbreviated as 22(58)CR.           
 
 
            
9 
Skill 3: TERMINATING MOVE (t) 
 
After each move, we should scan each related row, column and box to see if there is only one grid  
 
remained to be filled; if so, we should terminate it right away by filling in the very last number so  
 
that more easy target could reveal.   
 
 
Here, we can find in box 8 only grid (48) is left for 8, thus enter 8 into grid (48) for terminating box  
 




















Figure 4.   The second phase solution for Puzzle 2.1 
 
 
The rest can be easily seen as 
 
24(62)CB       75(65)t        
 
36(55)MB       97(54)t       
 
78(84)t         99(75)t     
  
710(78)t         911(88)t       
 





Readers should finish the remaining terminating moves to come up with Figure 5.  
 
10 
614 5* 7* 1*  9* 4* 3* 2* 
9* 1* 3* 4* 5* 2* 7* 6* 8* 
4*  2* 3*  7* 9* 5* 1* 
312 613 9* 2* 11 4* 5* 83 7* 
  1* 97 36 5* 6* 22 4* 
5* 24 4* 6* 75 8* 3* 1* 9* 
2* 4* 6* 5* 99 1* 8* 710 3* 
1* 3* 8* 78 4* 6* 2* 911 5* 
7* 9* 5* 8* 2* 3* 1* 4* 6* 



















Figure 5.     The complete solution for Puzzle 2.1  
 
2) For veterans 
 
We are given Puzzle 2.2 in Figure 6. 
 
















                     
Figure 6.    Puzzle 2.2 
 
We urge readers prepare a sheet like Figure 6 filled with numbers marked with *, then enter 
 
numbers as in Figure 7. Since there are a lot more empty grids in Figure 6 than Figure 2, we need to  
 
use the wiser row column combo. Skills 4 to 7 are exactly all sorts of row and column moves from  
 
easy to hard. For facilitating the interpretation, this will also be the order of our moves. 
11 
614 5* 7* 1* 818 9* 4* 3* 2* 
9* 1* 3* 4* 5* 2* 7* 6* 8* 
4* 815 2* 3* 619 7* 9* 5* 1* 
312 613 9* 2* 11 4* 5* 83 7* 
816 717 1* 97 36 5* 6* 22 4* 
5* 24 4* 6* 75 8* 3* 1* 9* 
2* 4* 6* 5* 99 1* 8* 710 3* 
1* 3* 8* 78 4* 6* 2* 911 5* 
7* 9* 5* 8* 2* 3* 1* 4* 6* 
   1*    3* 2* 
 1* 3*  5*    8* 
     7*   1* 
6*   2*  4* 5*   
  1*  7*  6*   
  4* 6*  8*    
2* 4*  5*      
1* 3*   4*  2*   
7* 9*    3*    
 
Skill 4: SCANNING ROW MOVE (r) 
 
Scanning unfilled grids of each row to gradually find among unfilled numbers a potential one to fill  
 
that won’t cause any conflict with the existing numbers in each column and each box.  
 
                                                                              
 
Skill 5: SCANNING COLUMN MOVE (c) 
 
Scanning unfilled grids of each column to gradually find among unfilled numbers a potential one to  
 




Skill 6: SCANNING BOX MOVE (b) 
 
Scanning unfilled grids of each box to gradually find among unfilled numbers a potential one to fill  
 




Skill 7: SCANNING GRID MOVE (g) 
 
Scanning unfilled grids of each row, column and box to gradually find among unfilled numbers a 
 
potential one to fill that won’t cause any conflict with the existing numbers in its situated row,  
 
column and box. Unlike the above row column combo, after locating a grid we still need to  
 
preclude more than one potential unfilled number. Therefore, sometimes even the veterans would  
 
find the grid move “nowhere to set foot in“. We first introduce the traditional solving methods, and  
 




Skill 8: LAW OF UNIQUE SOLUTION (u) 
 
Suppose that a number has only two potiential grids to fit in a row, column or box in attempting  
 
row column combo. If the choice of one of them would cause multiple solutions of the puzzle, then  
 
the number in question needs to be filled into the other grid. Sudoku puzzles do not allow multiple  
 






After scanning 1, we find it not easy to set foot. While scanning 2, we use down-middle block move  
 
to get 21(95)DM, up-middle block move to get 22(26)UM, middle block move to get 53(56)MB and  
 
down-middle block move to get 74(84)DM.   
 
 
Scanning column move: 
 
Since column 6 has 1, 6, 9 left for its intersections with rows 1, 7, 8 whereas rows 1,8 have 1  
 
already, we can only fill 1 into grid (76) of row 7, 15(76)c6; likewise 2 in column 3 can only be  
 




















Figure 7. The first phase solution for Puzzle 2.2 
 
 
Scanning box move: 
 
Meanwhile, box 7 has 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 left for its intersections with the first three rows and column 7;  
 
whereas row 2 and column 7 have 5 already, we can only fill 5 into grid (38) of row 3, namely, we  
 
have the box move 57(38)b7. Siminarly, we can fill 6 into grid (28) of row 2, 68(28)b7. 
 
 
Scanning column move: 
 
Meanwhile, row 2 has 4,7,9 left for its intersections with columns 1, 4, 7; whereas columns 1, 7  
 
have 7 already, we can only fill 7 into grid (27) of column 7, 79(27)r2.                                 
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   1*    3* 2* 
 1* 3*  5* 22  68 8* 
  26   7*  57 1* 
6*   2*  4* 5*   
  1*  7* 53 6*   
  4* 6*  8*    
2* 4*  5*  15    
1* 3*  74 4*  2*   
7* 9*   21 3*    
In the above, each step has a unique way to go. Although such “one pigeon one hole“ moves were  
 
very efficient in the past, but down the road we shall find them useless so as to encounter  
 
stalemates. We shall use Figure 8 to demonstrate how to use the law of unique solution for  
 




















Figure 8.    The second phase solution for Puzzle 2.2  
 
 
Meanwhile, since column 4 has 6 at grid (64), we can enter 6 of box 6 into only two grids (75) and  
 
(86). Had we entered 6 in grid (75) of box 6 as shown in Figure 8, we would encounter the dilemma  
 
that 5, 6 in column 3 of box 3 facing 6, 5 in column 9 of box 9.  
 
 
In this case, two pairs of 5, 6 would be interchangeable, causing the puzzle to have two solutions  
 
contradicting the law of unique solution. The phrase “6 in grid (75), according to the law of unique  
 
solution, would cause the dilemma of double choices between 5, 6 in column 3 of box 3 and 6, 5 in  
 
column 9 of box 9 “ is abbreviated as 6(75)→u56c3b3/c9b9. Therefore, according to the law of  
 
unique solution, 6 needs to be entered into grid (86) of box 6, 610(86)b6: 6(75)→u56c3b3/c9b9  
 
as shown in Figure 9. Continue with terminating, single and double block, scanning column and  
 
box moves as follows.  
 




   1*    3* 2* 
 1* 3*  5* 22 79 68 8* 
  26   7*  57 1* 
6*   2*  4* 5*   
  1*  7* 53 6*   
  4* 6*  8*    
2* 4*  5* (6) 15    
1* 3* (5/6) 74 4*  2*  (6/5) 



















Figure 9.     The third phase solution for Puzzle 2,2 
 
 
Next, column 4 has only 3, 8, 9 left to be filled into its intersections with rows 3, 5, 9; since rows 3,  
 
9 have 9 already, 9 can only be entered into grid (54) of row 5, 919(54)c4 followed by 920(75)MB,  
 




3. STRUGGLING FOR SURVIVAL WE REMAIN UNWEARIED 
 
1) For beginners 
 













                                            
Figure 10.   Puzzle 3.1 
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  718 1*  911 413 3* 2* 
914 1* 3* 415 5* 22 79 68 8* 
416  26 322  7* 912 57 1* 
6*  917 2*  4* 5*   
  1* 919 7* 53 6*   
  4* 6*  8*    
2* 4*  5* 920 15    
1* 3*  74 4* 610 2*   
7* 9*  821 21 3*    
   1*  9* 4* 3* 2* 
9* 1* 3* 4* 5* 2* 7* 6* 8* 
4*  2* 3*  7* 9* 5* 1* 
6*  9* 2*  4* 5*   
  1* 9* 7* 5* 6*   
  4* 6*  8*    
2* 4*  5* 9* 1*    
1* 3*  7* 4* 6* 2*   
7* 9*  8* 2* 3*    
First use the method of scanning blocks, to our surprise what we learned in Section 2 seems to fail  
 
altogether! The problem is it looks like in all rows, columns and boxes, each and every number has  
 
more than one place to set foot in, but it is not allowed to pick one at will. For example, we can not  
 
arbitrarily enter 2 into either grid (52) or (62) of column 2: neither can we enter 3 into grid (51) or  
 
(61); nor enter 7 into grid (42) nor (62).  
 
 
We have scanned back and forth in Figure 10 and suddenly have a feeling of “tricks in use always  
 
fall short“! Don’t worry! This is because of the unfamiliarity of the basic skills. With more careful  
 





Scanning row move: 
 
At this time, column 7 has 1, 3, 8 left for its intersections with rows 6, 7, 9; whereas rows 6, 9 have  
 
8 already, 8 can only be filled into grid (77) of row 7, 81(77)c7, followed by 82(83)DB. 
 
 
Scanning box move: 
 
Meanwhile, box 3 has 5, 6 left for its intersections with rows 7, 9; whereas row 7 has 5 already, 5  
 
can only be filled into grid (93) of row 9, 53(93)b3, followed by 64(73)t.  
 





















Figure 11.     The first phase solution for Puzzle 3.1 
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  75 1*  9* 4* 3* 2* 
9* 1* 3* 4* 5* 2* 7* 6* 8* 
4*  2* 3*  7* 9* 5* 1* 
6*  9* 2*  4* 5*  716 
  1* 9* 7* 5* 6*  412 
  4* 6*  8* 39  915 
2* 4* 64 5* 9* 1* 81 711 310 
1* 3* 82 7* 4* 6* 2* 914 513 
7* 9* 53 8* 2* 3* 18 47 66 
The steps that follow will be completed in Figure 12: 75(13)t, 66(99)DR, 47(98)DR, 18(97)t, 39(67)t,  
 
310(79)DR, 711(78)t, 412(59)CR, 513(89)DR, 914(88)t, 915(69)CR, 716(49)t, 717(62)CL, 218(52)CL,   
 
219(68)CR, 320(45)CM, 121(65)t, 522(61)t, 123(48)CR, 824(42)t, 325(51)t, 826(11)t, 827(58)t,  
 
528(12)UL, 629(32)t, 630(15)t and 831(35)t. 
 
 



















Figure 12.   The complete solution for Puzzle 3.1 
 
 



















Figure 13.    Puzzle 3.2  
17 
826 528 75 1* 630 9* 4* 3* 2* 
9* 1* 3* 4* 5* 2* 7* 6* 8* 
4* 629 2* 3* 831 7* 9* 5* 1* 
6*  824 9* 2* 320 4* 5* 123 716 
325 218 1* 9* 7* 5* 6* 827 412 
522 717 4* 6* 121 8* 39 219 915 
2* 4* 64 5* 9* 1* 81 711 310 
1* 3* 82 7* 4* 6* 2* 914 513 
7* 9* 53 8* 2* 3* 18 47 66 
4*  2* 
  1* 3*  7* 
   9* 2*   5*  
    8*   2*  
6*  7*    1*  2* 
         
3*  1*    4*  9* 
    4*     
 1* 4*  5* 6*    
8*  5* 3*   2* 4* 6* 
Scanning grid moves: 
 
Since row 1 where grid (15) is situated has 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, column 5 has 5,8 and box 4 has 9, only 6 is  
 
left to be filled into grid (15), so we have 61(15)g; since row 1 where grid (14) is situated has  
 
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, column 4 has 9 and box 4 has 8, only 5 is left to be filled into grid (14)so we have  
 
52(14)g; since row 6 where grid (65) is situated has 1, 3 ,9 and column 5 has 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, only 7 is  
 



















Figure 14.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 3.2 
 
 
Skill 9: MAGIC MIRROR FOR REVEALING NUMBERS 
 
When using row column combo, we need to scan filled numbers in each row and column; but some  
 
of them are “invisible“, which need to be revealed by a magic mirror. For example, row 5 of box 8  
 
does have an invisible 5; this is because there is already a 5 in column 8 outside of box 8, so the 5  
 




At this time, column 1 has 1, 2, 5, 7, 9 left for its intersections with rows 2, 3, 5, 7, 9; whereas row  
 
2, box 3 have 5 already, and row 5 has an invisible 5 as well (since there is already a 5 in column 8  
 
outside of box 8 as shown in Figure 14, so called “magic mirror”), hence 5 can only be filled into  
 
grid (31) of row 3, 54(31)c1: 5(28)→5r5b8, as shown in Figure 16. 
18 
4*  2* 52 61 1* 3*  7* 
   9* 2*   5*  
    8*   2*  
6*  7*    1*  2* 
      5?  5? 
3*  1*  73 
 4*  9* 
    4*     
 1* 4*  5* 6*    
8*  5* 3*   2* 4* 6* 





















Figure 15.    The second phase solution for Puzzle 3.2 
 
 
At this time, row 9 has 7, 9 left for its intersections with columns 2, 6; whereas column 2 of box 1  
 
has an invisible 7 (since there is already a 7 in column 3 outside of box 1), hence 7 can only be  
 
filled into grid (96) of column 6, 712(96)r9: 7(43)→7c2b1. Then we can take 913(92)t, 714(34)MB,  
 




















Figure 16.    The third phase solution for Puzzle 3.2 
19 
4*  2* 52 61 1* 3*  7* 
15   9* 2*   5* 410 
54    8*   2* 16 
6*  7*    1*  2* 
   19    
  
3*  1* 611 73 
 4*  9* 
    4*   17  
 1* 4*  5* 6*    
8*  5* 3* 18  2* 4* 6* 
4*  2* 52 61 1* 3*  7* 
15 719  9* 2* 316  5* 410 
54   714 8* 415  2* 16 
6*  7* 417 
  1*  2* 
 418  19    
  
3*  1* 611 73 
 4*  9* 
    4*   17  
 1* 4*  5* 6*    
8* 913 5* 3* 18 712 2* 4* 6* 
4. BACK AND FORTH DRILLS MAKE SKILLS TURN SHREWD  
 
1) For beginners  


















Figure 17.     Puzzle 4.1 
 
 
With block scanning failed, try scanning row or column move. The juncture of row 1 and column 2  
 
is rightfully a good example of unfilled numbers not too overlapping: row 1 has only two grids  
 
(12), (18) left for 8, 9, whereas column 2 has five grids (12),(32),(42),(62),(72) left for 2, 3, 5, 6, 8;  
 




















Figure 18.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 4.1 
20 
4*  2* 5* 6* 1* 3*  7* 
1* 7*  9* 2* 3*  5* 4* 
5*   7* 8* 4*  2* 1* 
6*  7* 4*   1*  2* 
 4*  1*      
3*  1* 6* 7*  4*  9* 
    4*   1*  
 1* 4*  5* 6*    
8* 9* 5* 3* 1* 7* 2* 4* 6* 
4* 81 2* 5* 6* 1* 3* 92 7* 
1* 7* 64 9* 2* 3* 83 5* 4* 
5* 312 911 7* 8* 4* 65 2* 1* 
6*  7* 4*   1*  2* 
 4* 87 1*   79 68  
3*  1* 6* 7*  4*  9* 
 66 313  4*   1*  
 1* 4*  5* 6*  710  
8* 9* 5* 3* 1* 7* 2* 4* 6* 
 
Scanning row move: 
 
Since row 1 has 8, 9 left for filling in its intersections with columns 2, 8 whereas columns 2 has 9  
 
already, only 8 can be filled into grid (12) of columns 2, 81(12)g, followed by 92(18)t. 
 
 
Block and terminating moves: 
  
83(27)UB     64(23)t      65(37)t      
 
66(72)LB     87(53)LB       68(58)CB    
 
79(57)CR     710(88)RB  
  
 
Scanning row move: 
 
Since row 3 has 3, 9 left for filling in its intersections with columns 2, 3 whereas columns 2 has 9  
 
already, only 9 can be filled into grid (33) of row 3, 911(33)r3 , 312(32)t, 313(73)t. 
 
 
For the rest we urge readers to complete.   
 
314(89)DB   315(48)CR    816(68)t   517(59)t  818(79)t    319(55)CM    920(45)t   
 
521(77)DR   922(87)t   723(71)DL    224(81)t    925(51)t    226(56)t       827(84)t
  
 



















Figure 19.     Puzzle 4.2 
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5*  
     9* 8* 
1*  8*  3*     
 4*    6*  3* 1* 
2* 6* 4* 3*  5*  1*  
 5* 1*    3*  2* 
   2*    5* 4* 
7*   9*    2*  
    7*  1*   
4* 1*       3* 
 
 
Upon failing with the scanning block method, how shall we set foot in? Please look at Figure 20. 
 
 
Scanning column move: 
 
Since column 1 has 3, 6, 8, 9 left for filling in its intersections with rows 3, 5, 6, 8 whereas row 3  
 
has 3, 6 already and box 1 has 8, 9 can only be filled into grid (31) which is situated simultaneously  
 




















Figure 20.     The first phase solution for Puzzle 4.2 
 
 
Scanning row move: 
 
Since row 5 has 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 left for filling in its intersections with columns 1, 4, 5, 6, 8 whereas  
 
columns 1, 4, 6, 8 have 9 already, 9 can only be filled into grid (55) of row 5, 93(55)r5. 
 
 
Scanning box move: 
 
Since box 1 has 2, 3, 6 left for filling in its intersections with column 2, rows 1, 3 whereas column  
 
2, row 3 have 6 already, 6 can only be filled into grid (13) which is situated in row 1 but not column  
 






     9* 8* 
1*  8*  3*     
 4*    6*  3* 1* 
2* 6* 4* 3*  5*  1*  
 5* 1*    3*  2* 
   2*    5* 4* 
7*   9*    2*  
    7*  1*   





















Figure 21.    The second phase solution for Puzzle 4.2 
 
 
Scanning column move: 
 
Since column 1 has 3, 8 left for filling in its intersections with rows 5, 6, whereas row 5 has 3  
 
already, 3 can only be filled into grid (61) of row 6, 37(61)c1, followed by 88(51)t. 
 
 
Scanning grid move: 
 
At this time, row 4 where grid (45) is situated has 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and column 5 has 7, 9, only 8 is  
 
left for filling into grid (45), 89(45)g.  




810(34)UM, 811(67)CB, 612(58)b8, 613(65)CM, 114(66)CB, 115(75)DM, 116(14)UM, 617(94)DM. 
 
 
Scanning column move:  
 
Since column 5 has 2, 4, 5 left for filling in its intersections with rows 1,3,9 whereas rows 3, 9 have  
 
4 already, 4 can only be filled into grid (15) of row 5, 418(15)c5. 
 
 




5* 35 64 116 418   9* 8* 
1*  8*  3* 92    
91 4*  810  6*  3* 1* 
2* 6* 4* 3* 89 5*  1*  
88 5* 1*  93  3* 612 2* 
37   2* 613 114 811 5* 4* 
7*   9* 115   2*  
66    7*  1*   
4* 1*  617     3* 
Skill 10: PROOF BY CONTRADICTION 
 
During the hardship of “tying our hands up“ for utilizing our skills, if we find two possible moves,  
 
it does not necessarily mean the puzzle has two solutions. Hence we need to try both ways out. If  
 
one of them would lead to a “dead end“ while the other leads to a solution, then we can prove that  
 
there is no contradiction with law of unique solution.  
 
 

























Scanning box move + proof by contradiction: 
 
At this time, box 1 has only grids (22) and (33) left for 2, 7. Had we entered 7 into (22), then we  
 
would use up-middle block move to enter 7 of box 4 into grid (16) and 2 into grid (24) or (35);  as  
 
a result, 2 would conflict the 2 in row 3 or column 4, abbreviated as 7(22)→2(33)→7(16)→no2b4. 
 
 




Then enter 7 into grid (33), 720(33)t (see Figure 20). 
 
24 
5* 35 64 116 418 (73)  9* 8* 
1* (71) 8*  3* 92    
91 4* (22) 810  6*  3* 1* 
2* 6* 4* 3* 89 5*  1*  
88 5* 1*  93  3* 612 2* 
37   2* 613 114 811 5* 4* 
7*   9* 115   2*  
66    7*  1*   



















Figure 23.   The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 4.2 
 
Block or terminating moves: 
 
721(62)LB   922(63)t  923(82)DL 824(72)t     925(97)DR   926(49)RB   727(47)t 
 
 




5. THE ROADS AROUND HILLS AND RIVERS SEEM TO END 
 



















Figure 24.     Puzzle 5.1 
25 
5* 35 64 116 418   9* 8* 
1* 219 8*  3* 92    
91 4* 720 810  6*  3* 1* 
2* 6* 4* 3* 89 5* 727 1* 926 
88 5* 1*  93  3* 612 2* 
37 721 922 2* 613 114 811 5* 4* 
7* 824  9* 115   2*  
66 923   7*  1*   
4* 1*  617   925  3* 
5* 3* 6* 1* 4*   9* 8* 
1* 2* 8*  3* 9*    
9* 4* 7* 8*  6*  3* 1* 
2* 6* 4* 3* 8* 5* 7* 1* 9* 
8* 5* 1*  9*  3* 6* 2* 
3* 7* 9* 2* 6* 1* 8* 5* 4* 
7* 8*  9* 1*   2*  
6* 9*   7*  1*   
4* 1*  6*   9*  3* 
In row 1, we have left with (16), (17) for 2, 7. Since there is 7 in column 7 outside of row 1, we  
 
have 71(16)r1, followed by 22(17)t.   
 
 




23(35)UB    54(24)t     55(95)t    56(37)t     77(54)MB   48(56)t    49(84)t   410(77)DR    
 














































































































































































































































5* 3* 6* 1* 4* 71 22 9* 8* 
1* 2* 8* 54 3* 9* 611 412 713 
9* 4* 7* 8* 23 6* 56 3* 1* 
2* 6* 4* 3* 8* 5* 7* 1* 9* 
8* 5* 1* 77 9* 48 3* 6* 2* 
3* 7* 9* 2* 6* 1* 8* 5* 4* 
7* 8*  9* 1*  410 2* 614 
6* 9*  49 7*  1*   
4* 1*  6* 55  9*  3* 
 3*   9*   8*  
9*        4* 
  1* 5* (44) 2* 6*   
  2*  1*  5*   
3*    (23)    1* 
  4*  6*  3*   
  9* 6*  4* 2*   
5* (21)       7* 
(42) 8*   7*   1*  
We immediately encounter a stalemate, for which we need to utilize “magic mirror“ and “proof by  
 
contradiction“ simultaneously!  
 
 
Scanning box move + magic mirror+ proof by contradiction: 
 
Though box 3 has six unfilled grids, but since both row 7 and column 3 have 2, 4 already, we use  
 
the magic mirroir to reflect the hidden 2, 4 at grid (82) or (91).                             
  
                                                                                          
At this time if we were to enter 21 into grid (82), then 42 would have to be entered into grid (91);  
 
according to the scanning column move, 23 and 44 of column 5 could only be entered into (55) and  
 



















Figure 27. The first phase solution for Puzzle 5.2 
 
 
As a result, the 4 of box 1 according to up-left block move, could neither be in rows 2 and 3 nor be  
 
in columns 1 and 3, becoming no place to go, 2(82)b3→4(91)→2(55)→4(35)→no4r1. By proof of  
 
contradiction, we should enter 2 into grid (91), 21(91)b3:2(82)b3→4(91)→2(55)→4(35)→no4r1. 
 
 
At this juncture, the way to go about it is not unique. Readers are encouraged to try the remaining  
 
puzzle with the move 21(91)b3. Meanwhile, we shall first look at Figure 27 and then Figure 28 to  
 
demonstrate another kind of skill: “spiderman’s kungfu“. 
 
27 
2/6 3*  41 9*   8*  
9* 6/2       4* 
4? 4? 1* 5*  2* 6*   
  2*  1*  5*   
3*        1* 
  4*  6*  3*   
  9* 6*  4* 2*   
5* 4/2 6?      7* 
2/4 8* 6?  7*   1*  
Scanning box move + magic mirror + block move: 
 
As illustrated above, box 6 still has six unfilled grids. But since column 3 and row 7 both have 2,4  
 
already, we can use the magic mirroir to reflect the hidden 2, 4 at grid (82) or (91); in addition,  
 
since row 7 has 6 already, reflecting that column 3 of box 3 has hidden 6 as well. At this time, since  
 
column 3 and row 3 both have 2, 6, reflecting that grids (11) and (22) of box 1 must have hidden 2,  
 
6; as a result, box 1 has only row 3 and column 3 unfilled grids left to fill in numbers; but since  
 
column 3 outside of the box has 4 already, row 3 of box 1 must have a hidden 4. Now according to  
 
up-middle block move, since rows 2,3 and column 7 all have 4, so 4 can only be entered into grid  
 



















Figure 28.   The second phase solution for Puzzle 5.2 
 
We only provide annotations for following moves. 
  
42(55)MB     43(48)CR   54(75)c5    25(85)c5     26(91)DL   
 
27(22)UL      28(19)UR    49(82)b3   410(31)UL    411(97)DR   
 
512(28)b7      513(13)UL  514(99)DR 
 
 
This remaining puzzle is left for readers to complete. You have already turned from beginners to  
 
veterans! From now on, you’ll formally set foot in “Sudoku jungle“! Yet, the genuine challenges  
 
are about to start!                         
28 
 3* 513 41 9*   8* 28 
9* 27      512 4* 
410  1* 5*  2* 6*   
  2*  1*  5* 43  
3*    42    1* 
  4*  6*  3*   
  9* 6* 54 4* 2*   
5* 49   25    7* 
26 8*   7*  411 1* 514 
6. YET FLOWERS BLOSSOM BEYAND THE WILLOW SHIELD 
 
1) For beginners 
 



















Figure 29. Puzzle 6.1 
 
 
We urge readers prepare a sheet of grids like Figure 29 having starred numbers implemented.   
 
Then follow our demonstration to enter numbers in the order of subscripts as in Figure 30. 
 
 
Before formally setting foot in the jungle, let us once again use the remaining puzzle left from the  
 
previous section to stretch our arms and warm our musles, for fear that our legs are stiff and tumble. 
 
 
Let us refresh and utilize our learned skills. 
 
81(79)r7   32(78)t     93(87)t      
 
34(39)RB   95(38)t     96(69)t 
 
87(57)RB  98(54)CB 29(58)t   
 
710(68)t.  211(64)CM 812(66)t  
 
813(84)DM   114(86)t   115(24)MB   
 
716(16)t  117(17)t  718(27)t  
 
719(44)MB     
29 
6* 3* 5* 4* 9*   8* 2* 
9* 2* 8*  3* 6*  5* 4* 
4* 7* 1* 5* 8* 2* 6*   
8* 9* 2*  1*  5* 4* 6* 
3* 6* 7*  4* 5*   1* 
1* 5* 4*  6*  3*   
7* 1* 9* 6* 5* 4* 2*   
5* 4* 3*  2*   6* 7* 



















Figure 30.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 6.1 
                                                                              
      
2) For veterans 
 
We urge readers prepare a sheet of grids like Figure 31 having starred numbers implemented.   
 
Then follow our demonstration to enter numbers in the order of subscripts. Although in this section  
 
we shall still give you a lift when you are at a loss of what to do, but in and out Sudoku jungle you  
 
should have the guts of “Jungle how dangered I walk alone, puzzle how bewildered mind stays  
 



















Figure 31.      Puzzle 6.2 
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6* 3* 5* 4* 9*   8* 2* 
9* 2* 8*  3* 6*  5* 4* 
4* 7* 1* 5* 8* 2* 6* 95 34 
8* 9* 2*  1*  5* 4* 6* 
3* 6* 7* 98 4* 5* 87 29 1* 
1* 5* 4*  6*  3* 710 96 
7* 1* 9* 6* 5* 4* 2* 32 81 
5* 4* 3*  2*  93 6* 7* 
2* 8* 6*  7*  4* 1* 5* 
5* 35 64 
    9* 8* 
1*  8*  3* 92    
91 4*    6*  3* 1* 
2* 6* 4* 3*  5*  1*  
 5* 1*  93  3* 
 2* 
   2*    5* 4* 
7*   9*    2*  
66    7*  1*   
4* 1*       3* 
Basic moves: 
  



















Figure 32. The first phase solution for Puzzle 6.2 
 
Scanning box move + magic mirroir: 
 
Although box 1 has five unfilled grids, but since row 7 has 6 already and column 3 has a hidden 6  
 
as well (in box 3, because of the fact that row 7 has 6 already), so 6 can only be entered into grid  
 
(11), 65(11)b1: 6c3b3. It then followed by 
 



















Figure 33.    The second phase solution for Puzzle 6.2 
31 
65 3*  47 9*   8* 22 
9* 21    610   4* 
46  1* 5*  2* 6*   
  2*  1*  5* 49  
3*    48    1* 
  4*  6*  3*   
  9* 6*  4* 2*   
5* 43       7* 
2* 8*   7*  44 1*  
65 3* 512 47 9*   8* 22 
9* 21 813   610  511 4* 
46 714 1* 5* 815 2* 6*   
819  2*  1*  5* 49  
3*  716  48    1* 
118  4*  6*  3*   
717 120 9* 6*  4* 2*   
5* 43       7* 
2* 8*   7*  44 1*  
The following moves will explain the filling of Figure 33. 
 
 
Scanning box move: 
 
Despite of box 7 having five unfilled grids, since row 3 and column 7 both have 5 already, 5 can  
 





512(13)UB          813(23)b1  714(32)t           815(35)UB   
 
716(53)c3 (Beware of 7 in rows 8 and 9!)     717(71)LB         118(61)c1    
 
819(41)t            120(72) LB 
  
 
Scanning row move: 
 
At this time, row 7 has 3,5, 8 left to be entered into its intersections with columns 5, 8, 9; whereas  
 
columns 5, 8 has 8 already, only 8 can be entered into grid (79) of column 9, 821(79)r7.  
 
 
Block and terminating moves: 
 
522(99)RB  523(75)DB     324(78)t      325(39)       926(38)t     827(57)RB  
 












Figure 34.    The third phase solution for Puzzle 6.2 
 
 
The remaining puzzle in Figure 34 is for readers to complete. 
32 
65 3* 512 47 9*   8* 22 
9* 21 813   610  511 4* 
46 714 1* 5* 815 2* 6* 926 325 
819  2*  1*  5* 49  
3*  716  48  827  1* 
118  4*  6*  3*   
717 120 9* 6* 523 4* 2* 324 821 
5* 43       7* 
2* 8*   7*  44 1* 522 
7. SEEN IN THIS LIGHT GHOSTS IN BOXES TURN DEAD 
     
Grand reveal 1                                 
 
We use a gigantic magic mirroir to expose all possible numbers to be filled, called candidates, for  
 
each grid of Figure 14 in Section 3 under the sun as follows. First list out all possible numbers for  
 
each grid, then scan its related column, row, box for unfit numbers and eliminate them via  
 



















Figure 35.  Puzzle 7.1 
 



















Figure 36.   The first phase solution for Puzzle 7.1 
33 
4* 5689 2* 
56 6 
1* 3* 689 7* 
17 3678 368 9* 2* 347 68 5* 148 
1579 35679 369 4567 8* 3457 69 2* 14 







24589 89 1245678 13679 2345789 5678 3678 358 
3* 25678 1* 25678 
67 2578 
4* 678 9* 
279 23679 369 1278 4* 2789 5789 13789 1358 
279 1* 4* 278 5* 6* 789 3789 38 
8* 79 5* 3* 179 79 2* 4* 6* 
4* 5689 2* 
526 61 1* 3* 689 7* 
187 3678 368 9* 2* 347 68 5* 14108 
15779 35679 369 4567 8* 3457 69 2* 194 







24589 89 15245678 13679 2345789 5678 3678 358 
3* 25678 1* 25678 
673 2578 4* 678 9* 
279 23679 369 1278 4* 2789 5789 163789 1358 
279 1* 4* 278 5* 6* 789 3789 38 

















Figure 37. The complete solution for Puzzle 7.1 
 
 
Grand reveal 2                  




















     Figure 38.  Puzzle 7.2 
 
 
First list out all possible numbers for each grid, then scan its related column, row,box for unfit  
 




4* 568129 2* 
526 61 1* 3* 68914 7* 
187 367208 36178 9* 2* 31547 6819 5* 14108 
15779 3235679 36924 456722 8* 341857 6169 2* 194 






2431589 8259 15245678 1327679 228345789 567328 365278 35308 
3* 2475678 1* 2564578 
673 254678 4* 67849 9* 
27419 2364279 32169 123678 4* 278937 540789 163789 135833 
25079 1* 4* 27843 5* 6* 78935 374889 3388 
8* 7911 5* 3* 1479 7139 2* 4* 6* 
1* 5* 3* 2* 
  4*   
7*   5*  1*   3* 
 2*     1*  5* 
  7*       
6*   1*  3*   2* 
  2*    8*   
2*        1*  4* 
3*   4*  5*    8* 
  4*   6* 3*  9* 



























Such an idea of exposing everything under the sun, at first instinct, seems to be ever successful.  
 























Figure 40.       Puzzle 7.3 
 
 
Readers should try to solve it or could consult the following annotations. 
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1* 5* 3* 2* 
678944 
78199 4* 674889 6407 
7* 416689 68950 5* 464789 1* 2969 268209 3* 
48189 2* 65189 3326789 34316789 474589 1* 678949 5* 
421589 




48129 5889 1* 4573789 3* 57941 411579 2* 
45923 125349 2* 63479 4529679 43079 8* 32845679 16736 
2* 
614789 
568179 373889 333789 78942 
51067 
 1*  4* 
3* 
16795 1169 4* 
12479 5* 26743 26467  8* 
578 17138 4* 7815 13278 6* 3* 2657 9* 
4* 1* 3* 
  
  7*  
  
  2*  3* 1* 4* 
5*   4* 3* 1*    
 
   8* 
  
  
1* 6* 4* 2*      
    1* 6*    
 
4* 5* 1*   6* 2* 
 
2* 
    
    
7*   3* 
 
2*   5* 
61(21)c1   
 
42(46)b5   
 
33(56)b5   
 
54(17)b7   
 
25(19)r1   
 
57r2b4→89r2b4&7r2b1   
 
89(22)/(23)→89r3b1    
 
89(22)/(92)→89(62)&(82)&9(42)    
 
37(79)r7    
 
9c4b5: 9(55)→57(24)/(44)/(64)    
 
9c4b5→9(55)&(14)&(84)    
 

























Figure 41.   The complete solution for Puzzle 7.3 
 
                  
Players who are accustomed to search in the darkness might not like this kind of open infighting on  
 
the table. Therefore, we simply touch the tip of the iceberg and shall resume the discussion later. 
 
However, those readers who are interested in this may consult (1) and (2). 
36 
 
4* 1* 3* 
568159  56129 
58919 25489 7* 25689 
 6189 78179 
678922 5672389 2* 518789 3* 1* 4* 
5* 274089 2356789 4* 3* 1* 28459 68949 263889 
 3479 2353679 27319 57943 8* 
342579 12284579 
3456529 14423679 
1* 6* 4* 2* 5799 33579 578939 354689 378339 
38951 24235789 278419 54879 1* 6* 24325789 3504589 237889 
 38119 4* 5* 1* 7910 71489 6* 2*  37789 
2* 
 3689 130689 5626789 4520679 4578249 1473789 343489  1378929 
7* 8913 162789 3* 
 41669 2* 125489 48219 5* 






















Figure 42. The first stage construction of Puzzle 8.1 
 
 
The structure of left block incouple with 2 in boxes 4 and 7 is indeed a good starting point. 
 





















Figure 43.   The second stage construction of Puzzle 8.1 
 
 




        
      2*   
8*  6*   2*    
 9*        
         
 4*        
2* 5*        
 3* 1*       
         
 (2) 
       
      2* 5*  
8*  6*   2*  1* 4* 
 9*  5*    4*  
 6/8   1*     
 4*    3* 1* 2* 7* 
2* 5*  7*       3* 
 3* 1*       

























Figure 45.   The completion of the construction for Puzzle 8.1 
 
 
The solution is as shown in the figure. 
 
55r3    56c9    97r3: 9c9b7 
 
38r3    212r4    715r3   
 




331r1    636r6    841r2 
38 
 
       9? 
      2* 5* 9? 
8*  6*   2*  1* 4* 
 9*  5*    4*  
    1*    (5) 
 4*    3* 1* 2* 7* 
2* 5*  7*   6*    3* 
 3* 1*       (2) 
        (1) 
 
        
      2* 5*  
8*  6*   2*  1* 4* 
 9*  5*    4*  
    1*     
 4*    3* 1* 2* 7* 
2* 5*  7*   6*    3* 
 3* 1*        















































Figure 47.     The grand reveal of Puzzle 8.1 
 
 
14c1   9b7c9→9c7&c8b7   
 
55r3   221b2   722r5      
 
723c3    724r2   925r6    
 
16r7   226r9   327c4 
39 
331 224 533 126 851 452 721 619 942 
948 125 447 332 722 635 2* 5* 841 
8* 79 6* 97 55 2* 38 1* 4* 
11 9* 311 5* 212 715 817 4* 616 
728 638 227 453 1* 854 918 310 56 
534 4* 837 636 920 3* 1* 2* 7* 
2* 5* 946 7* 450 13 6* 843  3* 
449 3* 1* 855 623 945 457 730  24 
640 839 729 213 314 556 458 944 12 
134579 
127 234579 134689 3456789 
1456789 3789 36789  
689 
13479 17 
3479 134689 346789 146789 2* 5* 689 
8* 7 6* 39 3579 2* 379 1* 4* 
1367 9* 2378 5* 2678 
678 38 
4* 68 
3567 2678 23578 24689 1* 46789 3589 3689 5689 
56 4* 58 689 689 3* 1* 2* 7* 
2* 5* 489 7* 489 1489 6* 
 89 
 3* 
4679 3* 1* 
24689 245689 
45689 45789 789 2589 
4679 678 4789 1234689 2345689 145689 45789 789  
125689 
  328r1    529c1   17r1    
 
18r9    29c9   510c9 
 















































1237 23454779 1734689 345678419 
144556789 371489 3637789  
68946 
1347948 127 
344279 13274689 34672489 14649789 2* 5* 68549 
8* 71 6* 3912 35579 2* 31179 1* 4* 
14367 9* 232078 5* 219678 
67178 3813 4* 6158 
356722 1263178 2213578 2443689 1* 4678509 358916 318689 510689 
5296 4* 5830 63289 68925 3* 1* 2* 7* 
 2* 5* 48939 7* 43689 16489 6* 
 8359  3* 
451679 3* 1* 
2468409 24564489 
4568957 4556789 73889 29589 




(23) 9* 7* 5* 1* (42)   
 4*  (98)  8*  3*  
 (87)        
 3*  1*     4* 
8*         
   6*      
2*  (36) (84)      
 6* (85) 2*    4*  
    1* 3* 8*   


























































(31) (23) 9* 7* 5* 1* (42)   
 4*  (98)  8*  3*  
 (87)        
 3*  1*     4* 
8*         
9*   6*      
2*  (36) (84)      
 6* (85) 2*    4*  
(49)    1* 3* 8*   
(31) (23) 9* 7* 5* 1* (42)   
 4*  (98)  8*  3*  
 (87)        
 3*  1*     4* 
8*         
9*   6*  5*    
2*  (36) (84)      
 6* (85) 2*    4*  
(49) (912) (711) (510) 1* 3* 8*   



















Figure 52.   The completion of the construction for Puzzle 8.2 
 
 
Please compare the difference of two solutions.  
 
 
31r1    42r1   43c1  
 
84c4    78g   99g 
 
910g    211r1: u26r19 
 



















Figure 53.    The complete solution for Puzzle 8.2 
 
42 
  9* 7* 5* 1*    
 4*    8*  3*  
        1* 
 3*  1*  2*   4* 
8*        5* 
9*   6*  5*  1*  
2*         
 6*  2*    4*  
    1* 3* 8*   
  9* 7* 5* 1*    
 4*    8*  3*  
        1* 
 3*  1*  2*   4* 
8*        5* 
9*   6*  5*  1*  
2*         
 6*  2*    4*  
    1* 3* 8*   
32r1     43c1         87c4   
 




79(85)/(86)→79r7b6&r8b9   
 
912c9      213r1: u26r19   120r2    
 
121r7      522r2    942r5: u79r58 
   















































Figure 55.  The first stage construction of Puzzle 8.3 
43 
 326 
2138 9* 7* 5* 1* 24106 
26558 26854 
152267 4* 1202567 
91 26349 8* 2375679 3* 267419 
356725 257817 23562378 32849 2303469 42769 24567935 25386789 1* 
56247 3* 52667 1* 78950 2* 
567399 678449 4* 
8* 
11527 1236467 34319 345479 47439 2364879 267942 5* 
9* 
2714 24407 6* 347847 5* 235247 1* 251378 
2* 
1516789 1394578 345879 4326789 462979 12135679 567339 367912 
118357 6* 135788 2* 
74989 7946 1351979 4* 31179 
4357 5796 4575 
4549 1* 3* 8* 2565679 
265379 
6* 7* (92) 2*  4*   5* 
         
   7*  1*   (91) 
        8* 
    9*    3* 
        1* 
       9*  
         


























































6* 7* (92) 2*  4*   5* 
1*         
2*   7*  1*   (91) 
    (13)    8* 
    9*    3* 
    (24)    1* 
   6*  2* (36) 9*  
(35) 5* 4*       
   1*  3*    
6* 7*  2*  4*   5* 
1* 8*        
2*   7*  1*    
        8* 
    9*   2* 3* 
 3*      5* 1* 
   6*  2*  9*  
 5* 4*       
   1*  3*    































42b1     14r5   15r4      26c5      37b5      45(75)/(95)→78c5b6&5c5b4 
 
78c5     89(84)/(86)→89(81)&8r8b9     78(71)/(73)→78r9b3&(77)&7(79)   221r4  
 
9r2b4→9r2b1&b7    922c9    923r1       5r2b4→5(23)   927r6   
 























Figure 59.    The complete solution for Puzzle 8.3 via grand reveal 
45 
6* 7* 96 2* 827 4* 120 328 5* 
1* 8* 37 552 616 951 456 755 221 
2* 48 54 7* 326 1* 824 625 95 
547 930 232 33 11 749 638 448 8* 
842 635 137 441 9* 550 757 2* 3* 
445 3* 744 840 22 638 931 5* 1* 
746 136 843 6* 511 2* 310 9* 413 
39 5* 4* 953 715 854 218 119 617 
929 233 634 1* 414 3* 512 823 722 
6* 7* 3923 2* 3856 4* 
154389 13558 5* 
1* 8* 
32459 35349 35626 56938 23446679 346744 2454679 
2* 
429 35259 7* 
353568 1* 
3468509 346578 46922 
453679 1246914 12215679 3745 15234567 56741 464879 
45167 8* 
457840 1463 145678 43958 9* 
543678 46742 2* 3* 
432789 3* 
2673089 4829 264678 62878 467927 5* 1* 
37378 11 
137833 6* 
451378 2* 13174578 9* 4117 
39789 5* 4* 
8931 788 78359 12523678 1493678 26477 
78910 21269 2615789 1* 416578 3* 
24520678 467819 246718 






























Figure 60.  Puzzle 9.1 
 
 
Since 8 is the only candidate for grid (2,5) and 9 is the only candidate for grid (3,3) , we can start  
 
with 81(2,5) or 91(3,3).  
 
 





So we take 91(3,3) (in Box 1) in favor of 82(2,5) (in Box 4).  
 
 
By eliminating the candidate 9 in row 3, column 3 and box 1 except grid (3,3) and then by  
 
eliminating the candidate 8 in row 2, column 5 and box 4 except grid (2,5), we see that 7 is the only  
 
candidate in grid (3,6).  
 
 
After taking 73(3,6) and the similar eliminating process of 7 as above, we can see 54(8,6). 
 
 
Readers should get their hands dirty to take the subsequent moves. Certainly they are allowed to  
 
take a peek at the following completed puzzle occasionally. 
46 
 
   4* 2*    
4* 
 
7*   1*    
 
8*  5* 6*  1*   
 
  6* 1* 
 
7* 2*  
9*  
 
 2*   1* 5* 
 1* 2*   3*    
  
3* 1* 9* 6*   5*   
  
 
4*   8* 3*  1*  
























































Figure 62.  Puzzle 9.2 
 
 
Since 8 is the only candidate for grid (2,3), we can start with 81(2,3). By eliminating the candidate 8  
 
in row 2, column 3 and box 1 except grid (2,3), we see that 3 is the only candidate in grid (9,3).  
 




352469 127569 333789 4* 2* 356932 678439 3673689 
4* 
2403569 7* 38935 82 1* 2353769 63489 2338689 
  2312 8* 91 5* 6*  739 1* 4579 2163479 
 35178 
32145 41958 6* 1* 
 
458915 7* 2* 348239 
9* 346227 
 46814 
7188 2* 41178 32646 1* 5* 
567258 1* 2* 578209 51078 3* 44669 468939 4650789 
 27828  24744 3* 1* 9* 6*  2484  5*  24497  
29567 2567913 5669 4* 
 577 
547 8* 3*  1*  
1295678 4425679 14531689 2* 3* 5788 46459 467419 467947 
 1* 
 7*      
 2*   3* 1*  6*  
5*  4* 2*   1*   
2*  1*   3* 5*   
  9*  1*   2*  
  7*  2*  3*  1* 
1* 4* 5* 3*     8*  
  2* 4*    1*  
   1* 6* 2* 4*   
Readers should get their hands dirty to take the subsequent moves. Certainly they are allowed to  
 
take a peek at the hints attached at the end occasionally.  
 
64r3     45r2        56r2     
 
37r8    58c5    89b6    
 
710b5: 7(56)→5(52)→3(51)→No4r5    
 
318r5    519c2     425r5    
 

















































4568915 24589 345179 23458479 
78930 2* 81 5689 3* 1* 72989 6* 455789 
5* 3673289 4* 2* 8129 6489 1* 32679 378931 
2* 6838 1* 68942 471089 3* 5* 42379 4640789 
342568 318568 9* 56418 1* 4521678 67843 2* 467468 
46358 51968 7* 568399 2* 4205689 3* 4922 1* 
1* 4* 5* 3* 7911 7139 
264879 
 8* 
 244679  
3673789 3634789 2* 4* 
58789 
57899 67928 1*  375679  
378339 378936 328 1* 6* 2* 4* 357249 352779 
 1* 
       
7* 
 
3* 2*    1*  
 
6* 9*    4*  5* 
6* 2* 1* 4* 3* 
  
7*   
3*  
 
     4* 
  8*  2* 5* 6* 3* 1* 
1* 
 
2*    8*  4*  
 3* 
   
4* 5*   2*  
   
  
2* 1*   
Readers should try for themselves. Certainly they are allowed to take a peek at the hints attached at  
 
the end occasionally. 
 
 
54r4   68(26)/(29)→8(22)&68(25)    85c2   419r1     
 
520r2      721c9     722c6  323b4  124r3    127c6  
  
















































Figure 66.  Puzzle 9.4 
49 
237458 1* 
45188 35678479 41956789 3678943 2339 2645789 3672189 
7* 41658 3* 2* 4520689 63889 91 1* 68409 
2834 6* 9* 132378 12478 137228 4* 23278 5* 
6* 2* 1* 4* 3*  8359 7* 5489 8933 
3* 
51279 5717 
1678948 1644789 1276789 229 258319 4* 
479 47910 8* 7139 2* 5* 6* 3* 1* 
1* 5799 2* 3528679 567939 330679 8*  4* 
363679  
896 3* 
6117 1266789 1678259 4* 5* 67159  2*  
45889 457859 414567 35646789 5672989 2* 1* 67941 342679 
3* 
  
6* 1*  2*   
  
  3*     
5* 7*     4*   
 





 9* 7* 5*   




9* 2*  
   
 
    
  8*  4*  
   
  
   2* 
75b4  26c6  67b5   88c4   29r5   610r5   813b8 
 
3c4b5→3(84)    
 
518c2: 5(92)→1(82)→2(22)→No6c2    
 
48b3r7→67(71)&57(73)    
 
519c3  720c3    727r4   729r1  735r9   836r1   838c1    
 
























Figure 67.     The complete solution for Puzzle 9.4 via grand reveal 





























Figure 68.     Puzzle 9.5 
50 
3* 




1248945 245758 3* 245159 1396789 1547679 5678319 
5* 7* 14289 228 81 293 4* 136129 311689 
 455789 
458949 6* 232845 4517 26345 378139 2347249 1* 
1*   4827 
32548 
23426 9* 7* 5* 29346 36108 




1437578 9* 2* 145633 
 16734  132567   53067 
67954 
1432569 1244579  35147  56715 134256 1365779 8*  4*  
4673589 14565689 14519789 
345788 4165678 1413456 1367958 13405679 2* 
 4* 
   
5* 1* 3*  
 
3* 1*  4*    5* 
 
2*  1* 3* 6*    





4*   9*   
   6*   2*  1* 
   
7*   
  
 8* 
7* 5* 2* 
  
4*    




  7* 
51c4 22c9   23c4 34b8 55r7 36r8   18r8 
 
89(84)/(85)→9r7&r9b6&9(89)    
 
215r5  34(61)/(63)→589(61)&579(63)    
 
516c1 520c3  521c5 
 
122c2: 1(92)→6(72)→34(61)/(63)&(71)/(73)    
 




















































Figure 70.     Puzzle 9.6 
51 
68509 4* 
63179  28944  
273389  5* 1* 3* 2269 
 68945 3* 1* 2389 4* 278409 67428 2647789 5* 
 51689 2* 57179 1* 3* 6* 47818 419789 4913 
2* 678419 467932 3* 1* 273589 
463878 5* 4116 
1* 
 64878 352067 4* 257834 21578 9* 67438 346 
3427589 74689 3284579 6* 521789 78937 2* 47849 1* 
346299 12269 343069 7* 2959 123249 
34556 1246912 8* 
7* 5* 2* 
 8399   8936 4* 366 1869   36109  
32549 1923 8* 
 2519 6* 
126239 





1*  6*   
4* 
 
       
6*   2*    9* 4* 





3* 2*   4*  
   8* 6*  1* 3* 2* 
   
1*  7* 





   
9*  
    
2*   5* 
38(71)/(81)→8c2&c3b3    42c5: 4(95)→6(94)→1(92)&(93)     
 
95c5   96r1   67r2   28r1     14(92)/(93)→14(83)&4(97)&1(98)    
 






























































Figure 72.     Puzzle 9.7 
52 
5* 
 2896 3*  47289 1* 43289 6* 2878 7830 
4* 121189 1278389 529679 3895 356789 2357428 1232578 132278 
6* 1348 17368 2* 3218 35831 353978 9* 4* 




568519 5647789 3* 2* 5469 578944 4* 673589 
71 45459 448579 8* 6* 45950 1* 3* 2* 
  3148 2456498 2455268 1* 34289 7* 
2123489  26813  368917 
3816 7* 1210468 





9* 143768 140468 
  463   34820 2* 318478 167158 5* 
7* 2* 3* 
  
  1*  
 
1*  2*  4* 3* 6*  
 
   1*  2*   




















   
 2* 3* 
 6* 
   
2* 
 
 4* 1* 
73b7      75r2   36b3  87r9      88c5   89c7 
 
46(61)/(67)→6(66)&46(69)    211r4    
 






















































Figure 74.     Puzzle 9.8 
53 
7* 2* 3* 
 56279  6889 568945 43889 1* 454489 
 58359 1* 5319 2* 7589 4* 3* 6* 58940 
4564889 58936 450569 3285679 1* 35416789 2* 57389 458469 
1* 51579 4564979 467209 467919 
 211679 46899 
3* 24435689 
3456912 
 31359 2* 8* 341869 36179 1* 
 529 7* 
344769 37149 8* 1* 5* 2316679 46429 




367923 3226789 1* 5* 






678934 2* 3* 
36589 6* 
57926  352579  2* 
357879 

























 6* 1*  







9*   2* 












16b4 67c5  38b5    59r6 
 
46(42)/(43)→46(41)&4r5b2&(48)    
 
411r5     57(86)/(96)→5(56)&57c5b6    
 
























Figure 75.     The complete solution for Puzzle 9.8 via grand reveal 
 
 

























Figure 76.     Puzzle 9.9 
54 
5* 
 893 1*  282 273389 6* 4* 2335789 232379 
462889 427689 2* 3* 78934 1679 1543789 678459 167379 
3*  68229 7* 5* 23689 4* 128947 264989 151269 
 46910 




4572589 3*   21 
 25149 
5912 6* 1* 241179 





1* 4529678 9* 648 34567830 2* 
 35741 3431567  340467 















   









1* 4*  
 
 




 1* 3*  
 
 


















21b4    32b4    33c4 15(83)/(93)→7(83)&8(93)&5c3b1    
 
84r9        48r2:4(21)→26(41)/(61)→No3c1    
 

























Figure 77.     The complete solution for Puzzle 9.9 via grand reveal 
                



























Figure 78.     Puzzle 9.10 
55 
37832 2* 3574189 1*  3257 6* 38937 351279 4* 
 346447 4857 350567 9* 8* 5117  21436 1* 256713 
1* 59789 35678951 4* 21357 5710 2365589 23345679 25678479 
2463678 
1* 4*  
 25768 
256940 






 2668 1* 3* 2468499 2439679 2678956 





 43178 47826 2* 658 467239 1334789 5*  46929 3* 
4728 6*  11857   335 3452779 1457920 24249 8*   12159 
9* 3*  15178 
 5684  41956 2* 7*   4621 1166 





   






1*  2*   
 
6*  1*  






  2* 3* 















6* 5* 7* 




79c8  410r4: 4(45)→2(95)→2(79)→4r7b6→3(94)→23c3b2&c6b5 
 
111(87)r8: 1(89)→3(87)→3(18)→ 6(15)→1(96)→8(95)→7(85)→No#(55) 
 




























10. TRAVELLING IN ANY PART OR THE WORLD AS I DESIRED  
 
Top puzzle 1 (1001 SUDOKU): A tight encirclement set forth in 1001 SUDOKU published by  
 



















Figure 80.    Puzzle 10.1 
56 
4* 2* 1* 8* 




 575189 7894 549689 2* 342067 34145679 
3568409 1* 4564689 
 578409 3* 564489 
 
453367 1* 4567389 2* 42669 4568950 
2578923 
6* 2322589 1* 2253478 






555678 1568927 2* 3* 
1254378 728 224358 321567 9* 23567852 4* 
  657 
1485678 
3* 1*  2497 46714 5* 215467  689  8* 2417679 
238 
  81  2468 9* 23344678 123463778 11136 5* 
 
1246712   
6* 5* 7*   3413  234816  1182348 13289  34929 123149 
4*         
 8* 2* 6* 5*     
 7* 6*      1* 
    9* 6*   2* 
   1* 7* 3*    
9*   5* 4*     
7*      5* 9*  
    3* 8* 1* 7*  
        8* 
Since I am here, take it easy, nothing to be afraid of. Stay calm and look, I got it! After taking  
 
51(96) first, then I can move in a roll to the twentieth step. 
 




















Figure 81.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.1 
 
 
Facing hardship, don’t forget the grid move, but where to set foot? After five consecutive steps, we  
 
come to a halt, unable to move at all. 
 


















Figure 82.   The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.1 
57 
4*   320      
 8* 2* 6* 5*     
 7* 6* 419     1* 
   85 9* 6*   2* 
86 27  1* 7* 3*    
9* 611  5* 4* 24    
7* 117 83 214 612 415 5* 9* 318 
29   98 3* 8* 1* 7* 613 
610   72 116 51   8* 
4*   320     524 
 8* 2* 6* 5*  3? 3?  
525 7* 6* 419  923 3? 3? 1* 
3  722 85 9* 6*   2* 
86 27  1* 7* 3*    
9* 611  5* 4* 24 3? 3? 721 
7* 117 83 214 612 415 5* 9* 318 
29   98 3* 8* 1* 7* 613 
610   72 116 51   8* 
 
We can however look at column 1, taking 3(41) would cause the dilemma of columns 8 and 9  
 
























Figure 83.    The third phase solution for Puzzle 10.1 
 
 
We come to a halt again at the thirty-second step, as the result of searching for a grid move we  
 




















Figure 84.   The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 10.1 
 
58 
7*    9*    6* 
     8*  7*  
4*     76  3*  
 410  8* 28 97 11 5* 7* 
5* 711 912 1* 4* 6* 32 29 8* 
2* 1* 83 74 55 3*   913 
 6*       3* 
 2*  6*      
1*    7*    4* 
4* 929 128 320  731   524 
326 8* 2* 6* 5* 130  433  
525 7* 6* 419  923   1* 
127  722 85 9* 6*   2* 
86 27  1* 7* 3*   434 
9* 611  5* 4* 24  132 721 
7* 117 83 214 612 415 5* 9* 318 
29   98 3* 8* 1* 7* 613 
610   72 116 51   8* 















































Figure 86.     Puzzle 10.2 
 
 
Cruising straight down to the thousandth stage, we feel relieved to find the first thirteenth steps not  
 
hard at all as shown in Figure 87. 
59 
4* 929 128 320 254 731 855 850 524 
326 8* 2* 6* 5* 130 736 433 935 
525 7* 6* 419 853 923 256 349 1* 
127 437 722 85 9* 6* 348 547 2* 
86 27 545 1* 7* 3* 952 651 434 
9* 611 344 5* 4* 24 846 132 721 
7* 117 83 214 612 415 5* 9* 318 
29 541 440 98 3* 8* 1* 7* 613 
610 342 943 72 116 51 438 239 8* 
7*    9*    6* 
     8*  7*  
4*       3*  
         
   8*    5* 7* 
5*   1* 4* 6*   8* 
2* 1*    3*    
 6*       3* 
 2*  6*      






















Figure 87.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.2 
 
 
The 3 of column 5 can only be entered into grid (25) or (85), but the former would lead to the  
 























Figure 88.   The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.2 
 
60 
7*    9*    6* 
     8*  7*  
4*     76  3*  
         
 410  8* 28 97 11 5* 7* 
5* 711 912 1* 4* 6* 32 29 8* 
2* 1* 83 74 55 3*   913 
 6*       3* 
 2*  6*      
1*    7*    4* 
7*    9*    6* 
     8*  7*  
4*     76  3*  
 410  8* 28 97 11 5* 7* 
5* 711 912 1* 4* 6* 32 29 8* 
2* 1* 83 74 55 3*   913 
 6*       3* 
 2*  6*      
1*    7*    4* 
Just taking two steps, we again come to a halt. But luckily we soon realize the situation in box 3 as  
 
shown in Figure 89, and obtain  
 
816(81)&917(71)b3: 35(92)/(93)&47(73)/(83)  
 





















Figure 89.    Thee third phase solution for Puzzle 10.2 
 
 





















Figure 90.    The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 10.2 
 
61 
7*    9*    6* 
     8*  7*  
4*     76  3*  
 410  8* 28 97 11 5* 7* 
5* 711 912 1* 4* 6* 32 29 8* 
2* 1* 83 74 55 3*   913 
917 6* 4/7  815    3* 
816 2* 7/4 6* 314     
1* 3/5 5/3  7* 218   4* 
7*    9*    6* 
     8*  7*  
4*     76  3*  
 410  8* 28 97 11 5* 7* 
5* 711 912 1* 4* 6* 32 29 8* 
2* 1* 83 74 55 3*   913 
917 6*   815  219  3* 
816 2*  6* 314     
1*   920 7* 218   4* 
From now on striding over the following stones in the way, we can smoothly find our way out. 
 
























Top puzzle 3 (SUDOKU GENIUS): Next coming to The Ninth Circle: Deadly (nineth rank) in the 
 
book SUDOKU GENIUS written by Tom Sheldon, we wonder the dreadful outlook could inhale  
 





















Figure 92.     Puzzle 10.3 
9
62 
7* 331 128 229 9* 447 554 855 6* 
635 944 542 330 138 8* 446 7* 240 
4* 845 241 548 637 76 951 3* 139 
334 410 636 8* 28 97 11 5* 7* 
5* 711 912 1* 4* 6* 32 29 8* 
2* 1* 83 74 55 3* 653 452 913 
917 6* 723 449 815 550 219 127 3* 
816 2* 424 6* 314 126 722 921 525 
1* 533 332 920 7* 218 856 657 4* 
      5* 4*  
  6*      8* 
4* 2*  7*      
  3* 6* 7*    2* 
   1*  8*    
9*    4* 2* 1*   
     3*  6* 7* 
5*      9*   
 9* 2*       


























Now take a look at the trouble mystery inside box 3 as in the figure.  
 
 





















Figure 94.    The third phase solution for Puzzle 10.3 
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      5* 4*  
  6*      8* 
4* 2*  7*      
  3* 6* 7*    2* 
21   1*  8*    
9*    4* 2* 1*   
1? 4? 8?   3*  6* 7* 
5* 33 74    9*   
62 9* 2*   75    
      5* 4*  
  6*      8* 
4* 2*  7*      
  3* 6* 7*    2* 
21   1*  8*    
9*    4* 2* 1*   
1? 4? 8?   3* 26 6* 7* 
5* 33 74    9*   
62 9* 2*   75    



















Figure 95.    The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 10.3 
 
 
At this time from the trouble mystery inside box 3 as in the figure, we can see some catch. Since 
 
box 3 has 5, 9 already, the 5, 9 of row 7 can only be inside box 6. Hence during the insuing number  
 
filling in row 2, we should avoid the dilemma of 5, 9 of row 2 and 9, 5 of row 7 facing each other  
 
afar to cause the double solutions. The 4 in row 8 can only be entered into grid (84) or grid (86), but  
 
the former would lead to the dilemma of no 1 ccould be filled in column 6 as shown in the figure.  
 



















Figure 96.  The fifth phase solution for Puzzle 10.3 
64 
79      5* 4*  
310  6*    78  8* 
4* 2*  7*      
  3* 6* 7*    2* 
21   1*  8*    
9*    4* 2* 1*   
     3* 26 6* 7* 
5* 33 74    9*   
62 9* 2*   75    
79    
  5* 4*  
310 (55) 6*  (16) (44) 78 27 8* 
4* 2*  7*      
  3* 6* 7*    2* 
21   1*  8*    
9*    4* 2* 1*   
   5/9 9/5 3* 26 6* 7* 
5* 33 74 (41) (22) (63) 9*   
62 9* 2*   75    
Hereafter we can roam inside as we desire. 
 





















Top puzzle 4 (Su Doku): During an idle chat, three challenging status, Puzzle 100, Puzzle 99 and  
 
Puzzle 98 of the book “Su Doku” written by Wayne Gould, come side by side in front of our sight.  
 
Hey! Hey! The former two seem familiar, we have met them before in“Duel on Mount Hua”. Let us  
 





















Figure 98.     Puzzle 10.4 
 65 
79 830 128 338 217 637 5* 4* 940 
310 533 6* 412 935 129 78 27 8* 
4* 2* 932 7* 818 536 355 121 656 
124 425 3* 6* 7* 939 822 541 2* 
21 752 534 1* 342 8* 654 950 449 
9* 653 831 543 4* 2* 1* 751 357 
823 127 426 944 545 3* 26 6* 7* 
5* 33 74 214 613 411 9* 819 120 
62 9* 2* 816 115 75 447 348 546 
 3* 1*  5*    7* 
 7*  6*      
2*  8*   9*    
  9*  2*   8*  
         
 1*   3*  2*   
   7*   5*  1* 
     5*  6*  
6*    1*  7* 3*  
Cruising for eight strides, we find no way to continue. 
 
64(32)b1 36(84)r8 18(34)b4 
 
Searching for grid moves all over in vain, but we see that grid (25) inside box 4 can only be filled  
 
with 4or 8. Moreover, the 8’s of grids (33) and (48) force the 8 of row 1 can only be in box 4 as  
 



















Figure 99.     The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.4 
 
 
Routinely walking till the thirtieth step, let us rest our legs on this stony stool!   
   




















Figure 100.   The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.4 
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 3* 1* 8? 5* 8? 65  7* 
 7*  6*  37    
2* 64 8* 18 73 9*    
  9*  2*   8*  
         
 1*   3*  2*   
   7*   5*  1* 
11  72 36  5*  6*  
6*    1*  7* 3*  
410 3* 1*  5*  65 914 7* 
911 7* 512 6* 49 37 824 125 226 
2* 64 8* 18 73 9*    
 421 9*  2*   8*  
 816 217       
 1* 618  3*  2*   
815 929 319 7*  430 5* 227 1* 
11 228 72 36 822 5*  6*  
6* 513 420  1*  7* 3* 823 





























Top puzzle 5 (HIGHER SUDOKU): Next we come to face the hardest ninth rank magic puzzle in  
 





























410 3* 1* 235 5* 836 65 914 7* 
911 7* 512 6* 49 37 824 125 226 
2* 64 8* 18 73 9* 444 546 345 
750 421 9* 539 2* 154 352 8* 656 
351 816 217 438 932 655 153 747 557 
548 1* 618 837 3* 749 2* 441 940 
815 929 319 7* 631 430 5* 227 1* 
11 228 72 36 822 5* 942 6* 443 
6* 513 420 933 1* 234 7* 3* 823 
  4* 1* 3*     
 9*    6*  2*  
        8* 
 2*  8*  5*   9* 
6*        3* 
4*   7*  3*  8*  
5*         
 7*  5*    9*  





















Figure 103.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.5 
 
 





















Figure 104.    The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.5 
 
  






It is bumpy down the road, so we can hardly move. 
68 
22  4* 1* 3* 81 93   
 9*    6*  2*  
        8* 
 2*  8*  5*   9* 
6*        3* 
4*   7*  3*  8*  
5*         
 7*  5*    9*  
    8* 2* 6*   
22  4* 1* 3* 81 93   
 9*  44  6*  2*  
        8* 
 2*  8*  5*   9* 
6*        3* 
4*   7*  3*  8*  
5*  28 65      
 7* 67 5*    9*  



















Figure 105.  The third phase solution for Puzzle 10.5 
 
 
Voila! In Figure 105, the second grid of row 1 can only be filled with 5 or 6, the latter would cause  
 






After this move, we are only left with a handful of pebbles in the way. 
 




















Figure 106.   The completed solution for Puzzle 10.5 
 
69 
22 (6) 4* 1* 3* 81 93 (7/5) (5/7) 
 9*  44  6*  2*  
        8* 
 2*  8*  5*   9* 
6*        3* 
4*   7*  3*  8*  
5*  28 65      
 7* 67 5*    9*  
99 410 111 36 8* 2* 6* 5/7 7/5 
22 512 4* 1* 3* 81 93 744 645 
323 9* 822 44 734 6* 541 2* 140 
124 613 725 232 533 928 419 318 8* 
726 2* 327 8* 455 5* 151 654 9* 
6* 820 537 931 249 152 750 453 3* 
4* 121 936 7* 647 3* 248 8* 546 
5* 314 28 65 930 735 821 139 438 
815 7* 67 5* 156 457 316 9* 217 
99 410 111 36 8* 2* 6* 542 743 
Top puzzle 6 (Sudoku Puzzles): Next comes the hardest pillbox of “Sudoku Puzzles” written by  
 



















Figure 107.     Puzzle 10.6 
 
 
So spacious, where to set the first step in?  
 
 
Wait and see! 
 
 
This threshold is by no means hard to crossover as imagined, so for the first seven stepswe have  
 




















Figure 108.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.6 
70 
 6*     3*  8* 
2*   1*  7*    
      9*   
5*   4*    1*  
 9*   8*     
    3*     
7*  1*       
      8*   
   2*      
14 6*     3*  8* 
2*   1*  7*    
      9*  13 
5*   4*    1*  
 9*   8* 16    
 15   3*   81  
7*  1*       
    17  8*   
   2*   12   
Next since the 3 and 8 of row 2 can only be entered into grid (22) or (23), we consecutively have 
 



















Figure 109.    The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.6 
 
 




the rest are all basic moves 
 
519(66)b5     920(46)r4  922(98)r9   224(45)b5      835(34)c4 
 
540(27)c7     641(79)r7       244(59)c9      647(54)b5    
















Figure 110.   The completed solution for Puzzle 10.6 
71 
14 6* 913    3*  8* 
2* 3/8 8/3 1*  7*    
412      9*  13 
5*   4*    1*  
310 9*   8* 16    
611 15   3*   81  
7*  1*       
99    17  8*   
88   2*   12   
14 6* 913 518 426 225 3* 716 8* 
2* 861 362 1* 915 7* 540 642 443 
412 557 758 835 632 336 9* 217 13 
5* 759 860 4* 224 920 629 1* 314 
310 9* 447 627 8* 16 734 546 244 
611 15 249 728 3* 519 448 81 921 
7* 451 1* 923 531 839 250 338 641 
99 253 554 337 17 655 8* 452 733 
88 363 664 2* 730 456 12 922 545 
Top puzzle 7 (Extreme Sudoku): Finallywe come to a rarely encountered billbox stationed with  
 



















Figure 111.     Puzzle 10.7 
 
 
Dashing in with the remaining courage, we are able to walk twelve steps before hindered. 
 



















Figure 112.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.7 
 
Next step is a rarely seen freaky move. The 3 of row 3 can only be entered into grid (35) or (38), but  
 
the latter would force the grid move 4(98) and then allow no number to be filled in (28). Hence we  
 
have 314(35)r3: 3(38)→4(98)g→No#(28). 
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  7*  4*  1* 8*  
 6*   9*    2* 
     5* 9*   
     2* 7* 9*  
 9*  1*  4*  5*  
 7* 4* 9*      
  9* 3*      
1*    2*   7*  
 2* 8*  1*  6*   
911  7* 213 4*  1* 8*  
86 6*  75 9* 11   2* 
410 18 212   5* 9*  74 
 87 19   2* 7* 9* 42 
 9*  1* 73 4*  5*  
 7* 4* 9*      
  9* 3*      
1*    2*   7*  



















Figure 113.    The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.7 
 
 
Hereafter we have come chicly, only kicking over five stones in the way. 
 
816(34)r3    
 
319(41)r4     
 





















Figure 114.   The completed solution for Puzzle 10.7 
 
73 
911  7* 213 4*  1* 8*  
86 6*  75 9* 11  (no#) 2* 
410 18 212   5* 9* (31) 74 
 87 19   2* 7* 9* 42 
 9*  1* 73 4*  5*  
 7* 4* 9*      
  9* 3*      
1*    2*   7*  
 2* 8*  1*  6* (42)  
911 538 7* 213 4* 617 1* 8* 341 
86 6* 339 75 9* 11 537 442 2* 
410 18 212 816 314 5* 9* 618 74 
319 87 19 531 630 2* 7* 9* 42 
222 9* 623 1* 73 4* 346 5* 847 
521 7* 4* 9* 820 315 249 151 652 
624 444 9* 3* 532 726 848 250 253 
1* 343 540 629 2* 827 445 7* 934 
725 2* 8* 433 1* 928 6* 336 535 
11. EVEN THE HARDEST SUDOKU CAN ALSO BE SOLVED 
 
Figure 115 as shown below was the Sudoku, delicately designed over three months by the Finnish  
 
















Figure 115.     Puzzle 11.1 
 
 
At first I observed, the middle box has only thirty different ways in number filling.  
 
 
The first ten attempts all failed, but I learned a valuable lesson, namely 3 should not be placed at the  
 
lower right corner.  
 
 
Then I tried to place 3 at the lower left corner, but failed again.  
 
 
Since 1 and 8 can only be entered into the fifth and the sixth places from the left of the last row (as  
 
the attempt of filling 8 into the fourth place also failed), the 3 must be entered into the fourth place  
 
of the last row.  
 
 
Yet realized from the previous experience of ten failures, I began to sense the chance of success of  
 




8*         
  3* 6*      
 7*   9*  2*   
 5*    7*    
    4* 5* 7*   
   1*    3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  













Figure 116. The first phase solution for Puzzle 11.1 
 
 
Had we gone back to ressume the number filling in the middle box in Figure 116, by completing the  
 
remaining twenty ways, the result would have been the same in the end.  
 
 
On the other hand, if instead of the number filling in the middle box, had we attempted directly to  
 
fill the 3 in the last row, we might have encountered many hardships, and taken much longer  
 
twisted route, to suit exactly what the puzzle maker wants.  
 
 
Other kinds of such local (filling certain number of filling certain grid) attempt would be bound to  
 
futile without merit.  
 
 
Of course, one might want to start with the number filling in the lower right box, there are only  
 
twenty-five different ways. Readers might want to try it out! 
 
 










8*         
  3* 6*      
 7*   9*  2*   
 5*  2 3 7*    
   8 4* 5* 7*   
   1* 6 9  3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  













Figure 117.   The second phase solution for Puzzle 11.1 
 
 
Looking at box 6, we can take the box move 65(86)b6:18(95)/(96). It follows that (see Figure 118) 
 
56(67)g    37(77)g   98(87)g   59(71)r7   710(75)r7   
 














Figure 118.    The third phase solution for Puzzle 11.1 
 
 
Hitherto we encounter a stalemate, but find that row 3 has only two places 8(36) and 8(38) can be 
 
filled with 8, and the former would lead to a contradiction as shown in Figure 119. 
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8*   73      
  3* 6*      
 7*  44 9*  2*   
 5*  2 3 7*    
   8 4* 5* 7*   
 81  1* 6 9  3*  
  1* 92    6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  
 9*  3   4*   
8*   73      
  3* 6*    715  
 7*  44 9*  2*   
 5*  2 3 7*    
   8 4* 5* 7*   
 81  1* 6 9 56 3*  
59 214 1* 92 710 413 37 6* 8* 
  8* 5* 211 65 98 1* 712 

















Figure 119.     The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 11.1 
 
 
By taking 8(36), we would end up with the dilemma of 1and 6 both competing for grid (52),  
 
walking as follows: 
 
  8(36)→3(39)→1(31)→6(33)→1&6(52)c2  
 
 
Therefore, we enter 8 into (38), namely 816(38). (see Figure 120) 
 
 


















Figure 120.   The complete solution for Puzzle 11.1 
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8*    73      
   3* 6*    715  
(13)  7* (64) 44 9* (81) 2*  (32) 
  5*  2 3 7*    
  (1&6)  8 4* 5* 7*   
  81  1* 6 9 56 3*  
59  214 1* 92 710 413 37 6* 8* 
   8* 5* 211 65 98 1* 712 
  9*  3   4*   
8* 124 233 73 552 331 618 449 953 
942 425 3* 6* 851 232 119 715 554 
641 7* 540 44 9* 127 2* 816 339 
126 5* 447 2 3 7* 817 948 645 
321 620 936 8 4* 5* 7* 235 130 
234 81 746 1* 6 9 56 3* 450 
59 214 1* 92 710 413 37 6* 8* 
423 322 8* 5* 211 65 98 1* 712 
743 9* 644 3 128 829 4* 538 237 
In conclusion we are obliged to point out, this puzzle is by no means as hard as we imagined to be.  
 
In fact it can be solved as well step by step with the approach introduced in this chapter, only far  
 
more complicated than the ordinary situation. Let us start with the last row. Although the 1 has only  
 
two grids to fill, the subsequent moves in either case would encounter tremendous number of  
 
crossroads and stray into deeper and deeper slump, eventually be out of control. In doubt, you might  
 



















Figure 121.     Puzzle 11.2 (Puzzle 11.1 revisited) 
 
 














Figure 122. The first phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
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8*         
  3* 6*      
 7*   9*  2*   
 5*     7*    
    4* 5* 7*   
   1*    3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  
 9*      4*   
8* 6?        
  3* 6*      
 7*   9*  2*   
 5*     7*    
 32   4* 5* 7*   
 83  1*    3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
 6? 8* 5*    1*  
31 9*      4*   



















Figure 123.   The second phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
 





















Figure 124.    The third phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
 
Number pair test 2: 3(91) and 6(82) 
 





                                                                      79 
8* 64        
 15 3* 6*      
 7*  38 9* 17 2* 810 66 
 5*   39 7* 811   
 32   4* 5* 7*   
 83  1*   612 3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  
31 9*     4*   
8* 64        
 15 3* 6*      
 7*  38 9* 17 2* 810 66 
 5*   39 7* 811   
 32   4* 5* 7*   
 83  1*   612 3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  
31 9*     4*   
Next, we take 31(94) and followed by 32(45). Then look at column 2. Since 18(95)/(96)→6(91)/(93)  
 












Figure 125.    The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
 



















Figure 126.    The fifth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
 






8* 6?        
  3* 6*      
 7*   9*  2*   
 5*   32 7*    
 6?   4* 5* 7*   
   1*    3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  
 9*  31   4*   
8* 63        
  3* 6*   810   
17 7*  811 9* 36 2*  64 
 5*   32 7* 65   
 18   4* 5* 7*   
 89  1*    3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  
 9*  31   4*   
Number pair test 4: 3(94) and 6(52) 
 
This leads all the way to the final solution: 
 












Figure 127.   The completed solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
  
In order to show that the solution is unique, we must continue to chek 3(95)/(96). Since 1(95)/(96)  
 
as well, we must have 81(94). Then look at column 2. Since 3(95)/(96)→6(91)/(93), we have three  
 





















Figure 128.    The sixth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
81 
8* 118 224 723 522 39 616 455 956 
950 444 3* 6* 821 225 117 759 558 
649 7* 548 426 9* 111 2* 812 310 
16 5* 439 229 32 7* 813 935 615 
34 63 928 814 4* 5* 7* 227 17 
226 85 738 1* 632 931 537 3* 436 
547 243 1* 930 746 434 341 6* 8* 
452 342 8* 5* 245 633 940 1* 754 
753 9* 651 31 119 820 4* 560 257 
8* 6?        
  3* 6*      
 7*   9*  2*   
 5*    7*    
 6?   4* 5* 7*   
 6?  1*    3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  
 9*  81   4*   




















Figure 129.      The seventh phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
 
After taking 62(12) and 63(39), we are faced with only 1(22) and 1(52) in column 2.           
 
 
Case 1: 1(12) 
 























Figure 130.   The eighth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
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8* 62        
 1? 3* 6*      
 7*   9*  2*  63 
 5*    7*    
 1?   4* 5* 7*   
   1*    3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  
 9*  81   4*   
8* 62        
 14 3* 6*      
 7*  36 9* 15 2* 88 63 
 5*   37 7* 69   
    4* 5* 7*   
   1*   810 3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  
 9*  81   4*   
Case 2: 1(52) 
 














Figure 131.   The ninth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
 
Number pair test 6: 3(95)/(96) and 6(52) 
 






















Figure 132.     The tenth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
83 
8*         
  3* 6*   88   
 7*  310 9* 89 2*  63 
 5*   86 7* 67   
 14   4* 5* 7*   
 85  1*    3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  
 9*  81   4*   
8*         
  3* 6*   86   
19 7*   9* 87 2*  38 
 5*   84 7*    
 62   4* 5* 7* 85  
 83  1*    3*  
  1*     6* 8* 
  8* 5*    1*  
 9*  81   4*   
Number pair test 7: 3(95)/(96) and 6(62) 
 



























Figure 133.  The eleventh phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
 
The final trial 3(99) would also fail. After taking 31(99)→32(17)→93(87)g→54(77)g→55(69),  
 



















Figure 134.  The twelveth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 84 
8*  222    66   
921  3* 6*  223    
 7*  410 9* 824 2*  325 
38 5*   64 7*    
17 83  39 4* 5* 7*  65 
 62  1* 815 914 516 3*  
 220 1* 913  412 317 6* 8* 
 319 8* 5*  611 918 1*  
 9*  81   4*   
8*      32   
  3* 6*   8?   
 7*   9*  2*   
 5*    7* 8?   
    4* 5* 7*   
   1*   8? 3* 55 
  1*    54 6* 8* 
  8* 5*   93 1*  
 9*     4*  31 
Number pair test 8: 3(99) and 8(27) 
 
This would lead to a contradiction as shown in Figure 135.   
 






















Figure 135. The thirteenth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
 
Number pair test 9: 3(99) and 8(47) 
 

















Figure 136.    The fourteenth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
85 
8* 616     32   
 117 3* 6*   86   
 7*  811 9* 310 2*  118 
 5*   69 7* 17   
113 812 614  4* 5* 7*   
   1*   68 3* 55 
  1*    54 6* 8* 
  8* 5*   93 1*  
615 9*     4*  31 
8*      32   
  3* 6*   17   
111 7* 517  9* 310 2* 815  
 5*   69 7* 86   
316 112  814 4* 5* 7*   
 813  1*   68 3* 55 
  1*    54 6* 8* 
  8* 5*   93 1*  
518 9* 619    4*  31 
Number pair test 10: 3(99) and 8(67) 
 














































                                 Figure 138.   The first figure of Platinum Blonde 
                                                                                                                                            
 
86 
8* 110     32   
  3* 6*   19   
 7*  312 9* 111 2*   
 5*  814 313 7* 68   
 87   4* 5* 7*   
   1*   86 3* 55 
  1*    54 6* 8* 
 615 8* 5*   93 1*  
 9*     4*  31 
       1* 2* 
        3* 
  2* 3*   4*   
  1* 8*     5* 
 6*   7*  8*   
     9*    
   5*      
9*    4*  5*   
4* 7*    6*    
Since the author solved as shown in the previous section the hardest puzzle ever in early July of  
 
2012 posted online designed for three months and claimed to be with the eleventh rank by a Finnish  
 
mathematician Arto Inkala, he had not paid attention to any other hard puzzles for a long period of  
 
time.                                                                         
 
 
Platinum Blonde puzzle came out to be the hardest puzzle ever up to 1/9/2009. However, this one is  
 
in fact a lot easier to solve than the previous one, as demonstrated below. 
    
 
 
After taking 51(93), a stalemate is immediately encountered.  
 
 
However, through a chain of situational observations triggered by 23(41)(45), readers can  
 





















Figure 139.    The second figure of of Platinum Blonde 
   
 
Suddenly, this puzzle becomes relatively easy as shown in Figure 140. 
 
81c9  9445r4  96r3  38g  49g   
 
610b3 611r3  612714r4 317c6        318r4        
 
220b6           21r1                 334235136c7: u13c5b6c7b9 
87 
  9?    9? 1* 2* 
  9?    9? 5/8 3* 
  2* 3*   4* 8/5 6/7 
2/3  1* 8* 3/2  6/7 7/6 5* 
 6*   7*  8*  1? 
     9*   1? 
  8*  5*    4/9 9/4 
9*    4*  5* 6/7 7/6 
























13.   TAREK 4743 
 






















Figure 141.    The first figure of tarek 4743 
 
88 
844 323 950 425 652 532 727 1* 2* 
129 424 651 726 853 231 937 548 3* 
728 546 2* 3* 96 130 4* 847 611 
318 94 1* 8* 219 45 613 714 5* 
542 6* 49 155 7* 317 8* 249 956 
243 845 733 654 541 9* 334 458 157 
610 222 8*  5* 339 716 136 959 460 
9* 121 38 220 4* 83 5* 612 715 
4* 7* 51 97 138 6* 235 340 82 
1*   4*     9* 
 5* 6*   9*    
    1*   6*  
 6*     8*   
5*     4*  9*  
9*     5*  1*   
 7*     2*   
6*     1*  5*  
   3*      
First observe that two numbers that readers fill in c1b1 would be forced to enter among the  
 
remaining 4 places in r1b4 and r1b7. In order to have more leeway, readers need 4 to be one of the  
 
two and fill 6 in (16). Furthermore, readers should also avoid filling 2 or 8 in c1b1 for fear that  
 
2(77) or 8(47) would take away one more space in r1. 
 

















Figure 142.  The second figure of tarek 4743 
 
 






















Figure 143.   The third figure of tarek 474361 
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1*   4*     9* 
 5* 6*   9*    
    1*   6*  
 6*     8*  51 
5*     4*  9*  
9*     5*  1*   
 7*     2*   
6*     1*  5*  
   3*      
1*   4*  6    9* 
7 5* 6*   9*    
4    1*   6*  
2 6*     8*  51 
5*     4*  9*  
9*     5*  1*   
3 7*     2*   
6*     1*  5*  
8   3*      
As shown in Figure 144, readers can take  
 
    82g  43g   74g  35g  76g       3728c6  


















Figure 144.   The fourth figure of tarek 4743 
 
 
Readers now have following two cases to consider.   
 
 




















Figure 145.  The fifth figure of tarek 4743 
 
 
Case 2: 79(17). We can take 510r1, which would cause No#(28): 28r2b4 as shown in Figure 146.  
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1*   4*  6    9* 
7 5* 6*   9*    
4    1* 37  6*  
2 6*    76 8* 35 51 
5*     4*  9*  
9*     5*  1*   
3 7*    82 2* 43  
6*     1*  5*  
8   3*  28  74  
1*   4* 79 6    9* 
7 5* 6* 2/8 2/8 9*  No#  
4   510 1* 37  6*  
2 6*    76 8* 35 51 
5*     4*  9*  
9*     5*  1*   
3 7*    82 2* 43  
6*     1*  5*  
8   3*  28  74  
 
 






















Taking 16 steps as shown 
 
82g       46g       77g      38g       79g      310c6      414115r4, 
 
 





















Figure 147. The seenth figure of tarek 4743 
 
By taking the other option 717(17), this puzzle can be completed as shown in Figure 148. 
 
718r1    725g        339c3. 
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1*   4* 510  6  79  9* 
7 5* 6* 2/8 2/8 9*  No#  
4   711 1* 37  6*  
2 6*    76 8* 35 51 
5*     4*  9*  
9*     5*  1*   
3 7*    82 2* 43  
6*     1*  5*  
8     3*  28  74  
1*   4* 717 6    9* 
4 5* 6* 2/8 2/8 9* 113 No# 312 
7   518 1* 310  6*  
2 6* 414 115 916 79 8* 38 51 
5*     4*  9*  
9*     5*  1*   
3 7*    82 2* 46  
6*     1* 34 5* 83 























Row move:   A move to place a number in a grid by way of observing a cerain row. 
 
Column move: A move to place a number in a grid by way of observing a cerain column. 
 
Box move:   A move to place a number in a grid by way of observing a cerain box. 
 
Grid move:   A move to place a number in a grid by way of observing a cerain grid. 
 
Terminating move:  A move to place a number in a grid to fill up a row, column or box. 
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1* 242 339 4* 518 6  717 841 9* 
4 5* 6* 738 845 9* 113 717 312 
7 943 840 244 1* 310 521 6* 422 
2 6* 414 115 916 79 8* 38 51 
5* 352 132 853 249 4* 624 9* 747 
9* 851 737 626 350 5* 423 1*  248 
3 7* 929 519 625 82 2* 46 128 
6* 433 234 935 736 1* 34 5* 83 
8 130 520 3* 431 211 95 77 627 
APENDIX A: LIST OF FIGURES 
 
Figure 1. The playground of Sudoku 
 
Figure 2.     Puzzle 2.1 
 
Figure 3. The first phase solution for Puzzle 2.1 
 
Figure 4.     The second phase solution for Puzzle 2.1 
 
Figure 5.     The completed solution for Puzzle 2.1 
 
Figure 6.     Puzzle 2.2 
 
Figure 7. The first phase solution for Puzzle 2.2 
 
Figure 8.     The second phase solution for Puzzle 2.2 
 
Figure 9. The third phase solution for Puzzle 2,2 
 
Figure 10. Puzzle 3.1 
 
Figure 11. The first phase solution for Puzzle 3.1 
 
Figure 12.    The completed solution for Puzzle 3.1 
 
Figure 13. Puzzle 3.2 
 
Figure 14.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 3.2 
 
Figure 15. The second phase solution for Puzzle 3.2 
 
Figure 16. The third phase solution for Puzzle 3.2 
 
Figure 17. Puzzle 4.1 
 
Figure 18. The first phase solution for Puzzle 4.1 
 
Figure 19. Puzzle 4.2 
 
Figure 20.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 4.2 
 
Figure 21.    The second phase solution for Puzzle 4.2 
 
Figure 22. The third phase solution for Puzzle 4.2 
 
Figure 23. The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 4.2 
 
Figure 24. Puzzle 5.1 
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Figure 25.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 5.1 
 
Figure 26. Puzzle 5.2 
 
Figure 27. The first phase solution for Puzzle 5.2 
 
Figure 28.    The second phase solution for Puzzle 5.2 
 
Figure 29. Puzzle 6.1 
 
Figure 30.    The first phase solution for Puzzle 6.1 
 
Figure 31. Puzzle 6.2 
 
Figure 32. The first phase solution for Puzzle 6.2 
 
Figure 33. The second phase solution for Puzzle 6.2 
 
Figure 34.    The third phase solution for Puzzle 6.2 
 
Figure 35.  Puzzle 7.1 
 
Figure 36.  The first phase solution for Puzzle 7.1 
 
Figure 37.  The completed solution for Puzzle 7.1 
 
Figure 38.  Puzzle 7.2 
 
Figure 39.  The completed solution for Puzzle 7.2 
 
Figure 40.  Puzzle 7.3 
 
Figure 41.  The completed solution for Puzzle 7.3 
 
Figure 42.  The first stage construction of Puzzle 8.1 
 
Figure 43.     The second stage construction of Puzzle 8.1 
 
Figure 44.     The third stage construction of Puzzle 8.1 
 
Figure 45.     The completion of the construction for Puzzle 8.1 
 
Figure 46.  The completed solution for Puzzle 8.1 
 
Figure 47.  The grand reveal of Puzzle 8.1 
 
Figure 48.  The completed solution for Puzzle 8.1 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 49.  The first stage construction of Puzzle 8.2 
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Figure 50.  The second stage construction of Puzzle 8.2 
 
Figure 51.  The third stage construction of Puzzle 8.2 
 
Figure 52.     The completion of the construction for Puzzle 8.2 
 
Figure 53.     The completed solution for Puzzle 8.2 
 
Figure 54.  The completed solution for Puzzle 8.1 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 55.  The first stage construction of Puzzle 8.3 
 
Figure 56.     The second stage construction of Puzzle 8.3 
 
Figure 57.     The completion of the construction for Puzzle 8.3 
 
Figure 58.     The completed solution for Puzzle 8.3 
 
Figure 59.  The completed solution for Puzzle 8.3 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 60.  Puzzle 9.1 
 
Figure 61.  The completed solution for Puzzle 9.1 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 62.  Puzzle 9.2 
 
Figure 63.  The completed solution for Puzzle 9.2 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 64.  Puzzle 9.3 
 
Figure 65.  The completed solution for Puzzle 9.3 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 66.  Puzzle 9.4 
 
Figure 67.  The completed solution for Puzzle 9.4 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 68.  Puzzle 9.5 
 
Figure 69.  The completed solution for Puzzle 9.5 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 70.  Puzzle 9.6 
 
Figure 71.  The completed solution for Puzzle 9.6 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 72.  Puzzle 9.7 
 
Figure 73.  The completed solution for Puzzle 9.7 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 74.  Puzzle 9.8 
 
Figure 75.  The completed solution for Puzzle 9.8 via grand reveal 
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Figure 76.  Puzzle 9.9 
 
Figure 77.  The completed solution for Puzzle 9.9 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 78.  Puzzle 9.10 
 
Figure 79.  The completed solution for Puzzle 9.10 via grand reveal 
 
Figure 80.  Puzzle 10.1 
 
Figure 81.  The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.1 
 
Figure 82.  The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.1 
 
Figure 83.  The third phase solution for Puzzle 10.1 
 
Figure 84.  The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 10.1 
 
Figure 85.  The completed solution for Puzzle 10.1 
 
Figure 86.  Puzzle 10.2 
 
Figure 87.  The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.2 
 
Figure 88.  The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.2 
 
Figure 89.  The third phase solution for Puzzle 10.2 
 
Figure 90.  The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 10.2 
 
Figure 91.  The completed solution for Puzzle 10.2 
 
Figure 92.  Puzzle 10.3 
 
Figure 93.  The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.3 
 
Figure 94.  The third phase solution for Puzzle 10.3 
 
Figure 95.  The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 10.3 
 
Figure 96.  The fifth phase solution for Puzzle 10.3 
 
Figure 97.  The completed solution for Puzzle 10.3 
 
Figure 98.  Puzzle 10.4 
 
Figure 99.  The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.4 
 
Figure 100.  The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.4 
 
Figure 101.  The completed solution for Puzzle 10.4 
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Figure 102.  Puzzle 10.5 
 
Figure 103.  The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.5 
 
Figure 104.  The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.5 
 
Figure 105.  The third phase solution for Puzzle 10.5 
 
Figure 106.  The completed solution for Puzzle 10.5 
 
Figure 107.  Puzzle 10.6 
 
Figure 108.  The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.6 
 
Figure 109.  The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.6 
 
Figure 110.  The completed solution for Puzzle 10.6 
 
Figure 111.  Puzzle 10.7 
 
Figure 112.  The first phase solution for Puzzle 10.7 
 
Figure 113.  The second phase solution for Puzzle 10.7 
 
Figure 114.  The completed solution for Puzzle 10.7 
 
Figure 115.    Puzzle 11.1 
 
Figure 116.  The first phase solution for Puzzle 11.1 
 
Figure 117.    The second phase solution for Puzzle 11.1 
 
Figure 118.    The third phase solution for Puzzle 11.1 
 
Figure 119.    The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 11.1 
 
Figure 120.    The complete solution for Puzzle 11.1 
 
Figure 121.    Puzzle 11.2 (Puzzle 11.1 revisited) 
 
Figure 122.  The first phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 123.  The second phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 124.  The third phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 125.  The fourth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 126.  The fifth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 127.    The completed solution for Puzzle 11.2 
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Figure 128.  The sixth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 129.  The seventh phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 130.  The eighth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 131.  The ninth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 132.    The tenth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 133.  The eleventh phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 134.  The twelveth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 135.  The thirteenth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 136.    The fourteenth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2 
 
Figure 137.    The fifteenth phase solution for Puzzle 11.2                             
 
Figure 138.  The first figure of Platinum Blonde 
 
Figure 139.  The second figure of of Platinum Blonde 
 
Figure 140.  The third figure of of Platinum Blonde 
 
Figure 141.  The first figure of tarek 4743 
 
Figure 142.  The second figure of tarek 474361 
 
Figure 143.  The third figure of tarek 4743 
 
Figure 144.  The fourth figure of tarek 4743 
 
Figure 145.  The fifth figure of tarek 4743 
 
Figure 146.  The sixth figure of tarek 4743 
 
Figure 147.  The seventh figure of tarek 4743 
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ENGINEERING, ARTS AND MATHEMATICS (STEAM)" 
 
 
1.  Dr. Lawrence K. Wang  (王抗曝)   
 
Lawrence K. Wang has over 30+ years of professional experience in facility design,  
 
environmental sustainability, natural resources, STEAM education, global pollution  
 
control, construction, plant operation, and management.  He has expertise in water supply,  
 
air pollution control, solid waste disposal, drinking water treatment, waste treatment, and  
 
hazardous waste management.  He was the  Director/Acting President of the Lenox  
 
Institute of Water Technology, Engineering Director of Krofta Engineering Corporation  
 
and Zorex Corporation, and a Professor of RPI/SIT/UIUC, in the USA.  He was also a  
 
Senior Advisor of the United Nations Industrial and Development Organization (UNIDO)  
 
in Austria.  Dr. Wang is the author of over 700 technical papers and 45+ books, and is  
 
credited with 24 US patents and 5 foreign patents.  He earned his two HS diplomas from  
 
the High School of National Taiwan Normal University and the State University of New  
 
York.  He also earned his BS degree from National Cheng-Kung University, Taiwan, ROC,  
 
his two MS degrees from the University of Missouri and the University of Rhode Island,  
 
USA, and his PhD degree from Rutgers University, USA.  Currently he is the Chief Series  
 
Editor of the Handbook of Environmental Engineering series (Springer); Chief Series  
 
Editor of the Advances in Industrial and Hazardous Wastes Treatment series, (CRC Press,  
 
Taylor & Francis); co-author of the Water and Wastewater Engineering series (John Wiley  
 
& Sons);  and Co-Series Editor of the Handbook of Environment and Waste Management  
 
series (World Scientific).  Dr. Wang is active in professional activities of AWWA, WEF,  
 





2. Dr. Hung-ping Tsao  (曹恆平) 
 
 
Hung-ping Tsao has been a mathematician, a university professor, and an assistant  
 
actuary, serving private firms and universities in the United States and Taiwan for 30+  
 
years. He used to be an Associate Member of the Society of Actuaries and a Member of  
 
the American Mathematical Society. His research have been in the areas of college  
 
mathematics, actuarial mathematics, management mathematics, classic number theory  
 
and Sudoku puzzle solving. In particular, bikini and open top problems are presented to  
 
share some intuitive insights and some type of optimization problems can be solved more  
 
efficiently and categorically by using the idea of the boundary being the marginal change of  
 
a well-rounded region with respect to its inradius; theory of interest, life contingency  
 
functions and pension funding are presented in more simplified and generalized fashions;  
 
the new way of the simplex method using cross-multiplication substantially simplified  
 
the process of finding the solutions of optimization problems; the generalization of  
 
triangular arrays of numbers from the natural sequence based to arithmetically  
 
progressive sequences based opens up the dimension of explorations; the introduction of  
 
step-by-step attempts to solve Sudoku puzzles makes everybody’s life so much easier and  
 
other STEAM project development. Dr. Tsao is the author of 3 books and over 30  
 
academic publications. Among all of the above accomplishments, he is most proud of  
 
solving manually in the total of ten hours the hardest Sudoku posted online by Arto  
 
Inkala in early July of 2012. He earned his high school diploma from the High School of  
 
National Taiwan Normal University, his BS and MS degrees from National Taiwan  
 
Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan, his second MS degree from the UWM in USA, and a  
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E-BOOK SERIES AND CHAPTER INTRODUCTON 
 
Introduction to the eBOOK Series of the "EVOLUTIONARY PROGRESS IN SCIENCE, 
 
TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, ARTS AND MATHEMATICS (STEAM)" and This  
 
Chapter “EVOLUTIONARY MATHEMATICS AND ARTS FOR SUDOKU INTIMACY  
 
INVESTIGATION” 
The acronym STEM stands for “science, technology, engineering and mathematics”.  In accordance 
with the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), “A common definition of STEM education 
is an interdisciplinary approach to learning where rigorous academic concepts are coupled with real-
world lessons as students apply science, technology, engineering, and mathematics in contexts that 
make connections between school, community, work, and the global enterprise enabling the 
development of STEM literacy and with it the ability to compete in the new economy”. The problem 
of this country has been pointed out by the US Department of Education that  “All young people 
should be prepared to think deeply and to think well so that they have the chance to become the 
innovators, educators, researchers, and leaders who can solve the most pressing challenges facing our 
nation and our world, both today and tomorrow. But, right now, not enough of our youth have access 
to quality STEM learning opportunities and too few students see these disciplines as springboards for 
their careers.”  STEM learning and applications are very popular topics at present, and STEM related 
careers are in great demand.  According to the US Department of Education reports that the number 
of STEM jobs in the United States will grow by 14% from 2010 to 2020, which is much faster than 
the national average of 5-8 % across all job sectors. Computer programming and IT jobs top the list 
of the hardest to fill jobs. Despite this, the most popular college majors are business, law, etc., not 
STEM related. For this reason, the US government has just extended a provision allowing foreign 
students that are earning degrees in STEM fields a seven month visa extension, now allowing them 
to stay for up to three years of “on the job training”. So, at present STEM is a legal term. The acronym 
STEAM stands for “science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics”. As one can see, 
STEAM (adds “arts”) is simply a variation of STEM.  The word of “arts” means application, 
creation, ingenuity, and integration, for enhancing STEM inside, or exploring of STEM outside.  It 
may also mean that the word of “arts” connects all of the humanities through  an idea that a person 
is looking for a solution to a very specific problem which comes out of the original inquiry process.  
STEAM is an academic term in the field of education.  
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The University of San Diego and Concordia University offer a college degree with a STEAM focus. 
Basically STEAM is a framework for teaching or R&D, which is customizable and functional, thence 
the “fun” in functional. As a typical example, if STEM represents a normal cell phone communication 
tower looking like a steel truss or concrete column,STEAM will be an artificial green tree with all 
devices hided, but still with all cell phone communication functions. This ebook series presents the 
recent evolutionary progress in STEAM with many innovative chapters contributed by academic and 
professional experts. 
This ebook chapter,“EVOLUTIONARY MATHEMATICS AND ARTS FOR SUDOKU INTIMACY  
 
INVESTIGATION” is Dr. Hung-ping Tsao’s unique invention of using the step-by-step method. The  
 
author began to indulge himself in this fascinating game no sooner than 2005, the returning year of  
 
his son Michael from medical training, thanks to Michael’s thoughtful choices of all sorts of  
 
challenging Sudoku books as birthday, father day and Christmas presents for the subsequent three  
 
years, including 1001 SUDOKU and SUDOKU GENIUS of 2005; Su Doku, HIGHER SUDOKU  
 
and Sudoku Puzzles of 2006; Extreme Sudoku of 2007. Therefore, he literally ate and drank Sudoku  
 
during the entire period of those three years. However, unlike most speed-oriented players, he took  
 
his time to enjoy the logical reasoning provided by each puzzle and kept the detailed record of the  
 
whole solving process. The joy of life is to share. With this belief, he had prepared a draft of this  
 
chapter way back in 2007 blending the most inspiring ideas of puzzle structures enlightened by the  
 
afore-mentioned books in order to introduce his unique method.The key is to take and record each  
 
step in accordance with a logical reasoning instead of hasty trials and errors, so that everyone can  
 
enjoy and refresh one’s memorable moments. That draft was then sent to his brother Yung-Shyeng  
 
who never played a single game of Sudoku, made lots of valuable suggestions from a beginner’s point  
 
of view and also added a finishing touch, liking of the secret codes in kung fu practice, on this  
 
originally scrupulous and methodical manuscript of knowhow. This has revived the spirit of his draft  
 
as if bringing the painted dragon to life by putting in the pupils of its eyes. Soon after that, he was  
 
sidetracked by his breakthrough in the classic number theory. Just around the conclusion of his  
 
breakthrough, he solved manually in the total of ten hours the hardest Sudoku posted online by Arto  
 
Inkala in early July of 2012.                                                      103 
